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SHOULD A FIREFIGHTER
ALSO HAVE TO FIGHT
FOR HIS RETIREMENT?
Recent years have thrown so much into question. Like whether those
who protect us, teach us and care for us can look forward to a secure
financial future.
At BlackRock, we’re working with some of the world’s largest pension
funds, 401(k) plans and financial advisors to make sure that millions
of investors can have the retirement they deserve.
No matter how the financial landscape shifts, we will help provide an
answer to the one question on everyone’s mind:

“So what do I do with my money?”®
The answer not only impacts what you do today, but what you will be
able to do tomorrow. That’s why BlackRock is working to ensure that
if you’ve spent your life working and saving—or even fighting fires—you
can spend your retirement doing just the opposite.

WE DON’T
JUST KNOW
RETIREMENT.
WE KNOW HOW
TO INVEST FOR IT.
Not all of your clients are the same. As an investment management leader with
more than $450 billion in assets under management,z The PrincipalR understands
that flexibility is the key to satisfying a wide variety of retirement plan needs.
Which is why we offer investment options managed by more than 40 underlying
sub-advisorszz – including some of our own specialized investment boutiques. So
while some companies do one thing and do it well, we’ve decided to push things
further. Let The Principal give you an edge.

Learn more at principal.com/expertise
Call 1-855-BLK-8880 for more information. © 2014 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved.
BLACKROCK, SO WHAT DO I DO WITH MY MONEY, and INVESTING FOR A NEW WORLD, are
registered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and
elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.
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*As of June 30, 2013. **Sub-advisors for The Principal investment options are selected using our proprietary due-diligence process that provides a rigorous and disciplined framework for
identifying, hiring and retaining premier investment managers within each asset class and investment style. It is characterized by the comprehensive and continuous review of all investment
managers based on our specific investment guidelines.
©2013 Principal Financial Services, Inc. All rights reserved. Insurance issued by Principal National Life Insurance Co. (except in NY) and Principal Life Insurance Co. Securities are offered
through Princor Financial Services Corporation, 1-800-547-7754, Member SIPC and/or independent broker dealers. Securities sold by a Princor® Registered Representative are offered
through Princor. Principal National, Principal Life, Princor, Principal Global Investors and Principal Financial Services are members of the Principal Financial Group®, Des Moines, IA 50392.
t131001028z
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OUR APPROACH TO
401(k) RETIREMENT PLANS:
PROVIDING YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS
WITH SUPERIOR SERVICE

There’s a different approach at John Hancock. Simply put, we provide you with the service, tools and
resources you need to build an efficient and profitable retirement plan business. That’s probably why
we’ve been voted #1 by you for best overall service for plans under $5 million for the past 6 years in the
PLANADVISER survey*. If you’re not already partnering with John Hancock – why not? We offer you the
tools and support to help you grow your 401(k) business. Learn why we’re easy to do business with. Visit
www.buildyour401kbusiness.com.

* PLANADVISER Magazine (Sept/Oct 2013). Favorite Recordkeeping Service Provider for plans less than $5 million.
The 2013 Retirement Plan Adviser Survey ranked 34 defined contribution providers across 16 different categories. Results are based on 404 qualified advisers asked to
select the DC provider with the best service in each category.
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.) and John Hancock Life Insurance Company of New York are collectively referred to as “John Hancock”.
Both John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.) and John Hancock Life Insurance Company of New York do business under certain instances using the John Hancock
Retirement Plan Services name. Group annuity contracts and recordkeeping agreements are issued by: John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.), Boston, MA 02210
(not licensed in New York) and John Hancock Life Insurance Company of New York, Valhalla, NY 10595. Product features and availability may differ by state. Plan administrative services may be provided by John Hancock Retirement Plan Services LLC or a plan consultant selected by the Plan.
NOT FDIC INSURED | MAY LOSE VALUE | NOT BANK GUARANTEED | NOT INSURED BY ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCY
© 2014 All rights reserved.
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We believe
a stronger future begins
with a thoughtful partner.
At J.P. Morgan Asset Management, we put our
best thinking from across our organization to work to
strengthen the ability of advisors, plan sponsors and
individuals to meet today’s retirement challenges.
Our experience, resources, tools and insights make
us well equipped to impact retirement outcomes.

To start building a stronger retirement
future, please contact your J.P. Morgan
representative or call 1-877-576-4632.

jpmorgan.com/retirement
Opinions and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice.
The views and strategies described may not be suitable for all investors.
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates do not provide tax advice. Accordingly, any discussion of U.S. tax matters contained herein (including any attachments) is not intended or
written to be used, and cannot be used, in connection with the promotion, marketing or recommendation by anyone unaffiliated with JPMorgan Chase & Co. of any of the matters addressed herein or for the
purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the marketing name for the asset management businesses of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide. JPMorgan Distribution Services, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC.
© 2013 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Finding Your

Why?

Retirement Plan Advisory Group™ is
a consulting firm that sells a practice
management platform to advisors that
allows them to deliver high quality services
to plan sponsors and their employees.

I was a wholesaler for 16 years. Our entire production bonus
(100%) was paid March 1st of each year.

Now let’s start with WHY, then HOW, then
end with WHAT.
Retirement Plan Advisory Group is a

My base salary was enough to live on

I didn’t think much more about it until

consulting firm that inspires advisors to

(barely), and my first year of production

reading Simon Sinek’s, Start with Why. The

reach their highest potential. Integrity,

was a good one. This was before direct

premise is that individuals and businesses

transparency, and the highest ethical

deposit, and at the beginning of March, I

that articulate “WHY they do what they

standards drive our actions and behavior.

received an envelope through interoffice

do” connect with their employees and

Our commitment to excellence and

mail that contained my bonus. The

their customers at a deeper level, while

innovation allow us to anticipate the

check represented more than 75% of

experiencing deeper career satisfaction.

changing retirement plan landscape

my total annual compensation. I put it in
my briefcase and forgot about it. Three
weeks went by and my boss finally called
to ask me if I had received the bonus. I
remembered that I left the check in my
briefcase. While it was more money than
I had ever seen at one time in my life, I
was struck with the realization, more like
an epiphany, that it wasn’t the money that
gave me a sense of satisfaction. It was the
“peace of mind” from doing the best of
which I was capable. In my mind I already
had achieved success.
Of course when I relayed that story to my
boss he said that the company would be
glad to tear up my bonus check if I wasn’t
interested! While I respectfully declined
his offer, that event crystallized to me that
the satisfaction of a job well done didn’t
occur when I was paid, it happened long
before that because of my commitment to
excellence.
It was then that I started to finally find a
use for my philosophy degree. Philosophy

Most of us can speak intelligently about
WHAT we do, however, very few can
explain WHY we do it. Start with Why
encourages us to reverse that order
by starting with WHY, then HOW, and
finally WHAT.
Customers that buy “WHAT you do” make
an intellectual decision, driven by the
part of the brain that controls language.
These customers tend to commoditize
services. Check the box. Move along. It’s
all the same to them. Within the retirement
industry, these are plan sponsors that buy
based on price alone.
make decisions at an emotional rather
than intellectual level. These are plan
sponsors that tend to be loyal and place
tremendous value on those aspects of
your practice that differentiate you from
your competitors.
like this:

WHY, and my bonus check experience

that delivers high quality services to plan

started me on a wandering stream

sponsors and their employees.
And

successful retirement plan outcomes by
protecting plan fiduciaries and engaging
plan participants to reach their retirement
income potential.
When we went through this exercise, it
was easy to articulate what we believe.
We believe in PEOPLE. We believe
in INSPIRING each other and RPAG
advisors to reach their highest potential.
We believe in ACTIVE LISTENING.
Our cause is to do all of this with the
highest ethical standards. How? Through
that allows advisors to ENGAGE plan
sponsors participants and PROTECT
plan sponsors. What is the proof? That
plan participants achieve their maximum
retirement income potential. That plan
sponsors are safe. And that RPAG
advisors are successful.

If I told you “WHAT we do” it might sound
401(k) Advisors™ is a consulting firm

question: WHY do we do what we do?

our platform allows advisors to create

INNOVATION. By providing a platform

Customers that buy “WHY you do it”

majors love answering questions like

of consciousness that ended with a

and regulatory environment. As a result,

What is your WHY?
Sincerely,

Vince Giovinazzo
Chief Inspiration Officer
Retirement Plan Advisory Group

Retirement Plan Advisory Group |
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YOU’VE GOT A LOT ON YOUR SHOULDERS.

HERE

WE CAN HELP CARRY THE WEIGHT.
FOR ALL THINGS RETIREMENT.
THE JANUS RETIREMENT TEAM CAN PROVIDE STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES TO BUILD AND SUPPORT YOUR RETIREMENT PRACTICE FOR YEARS TO COME.
From innovative investment strategies to industry-recognized thought leadership resources and practice management components,
Janus offers retirement solutions to meet your and your clients’ retirement needs.
Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information,
please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687) or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Janus Distributors LLC
C-0114-55243 01-30-15

166-41-27247 01-14

Manage & Grow Your Business...
ING U.S.’s commitment to helping you grow your business has never been
stronger. Let us help you:
• Grow relationships and retain clients
• Grow business efficiencies

• Grow your bottom line and profitability
• Grow your value

Call us at 866-481-3653, option 4.

HTTP://ING.US
Not FDIC/NCUA/NCUSIF Insured Not a Deposit of a Bank/Credit Union May Lose Value Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed Not Insured by Any Federal Government Agency
Any insurance products, annuities and funding agreements that you may have purchased are sold as securities and are issued by ING Life Insurance and Annuity
Company (“ILIAC”) One Orange Way,Windsor CT 06095-4774. Fixed annuities are issued by ILIAC. ILIAC is solely responsible for meeting its obligations. Plan
administrative services are provided by ILIAC or ING Institutional Plan Services, LLC (“IIPS”). Neither ILIAC nor IIPS engage in the sale or solicitation of securities.
All companies are members of the ING family of companies in the U.S. Securities distributed by ING Financial Advisers, LLC (member SIPC) or other
brokerr dealers with which it has a selling agreement. 3030509.C.R © 2014 ING North America Insurance Corporation CN0624-10824-0715
r-
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T:7.75 in

THE TARGET DATE FUNDS ONLY A LEADER IN RETIREMENT
INCOME COULD DELIVER: PRUDENTIAL DAY ONE FUNDS.
SM

The challenge of Americans living longer in uncertain times puts new pressure on workplace
retirement plans to deliver lasting sources of retirement income. Prudential Day One Funds are
designed to help answer that challenge, based on our analysis of real savings rates and employer
contributions from 850,000 plan participants:
A version of the Day One Funds is available for use with Prudential IncomeFlex Target®, our in-plan
guaranteed retirement income solution. To learn more, visit Prudential.com/DayOneFunds

Prudential Day One Funds and Prudential
Day One IncomeFlex Target Funds are
insurance company separate accounts
issued by Prudential Retirement Insurance
and Annuity Company.

T:4.525 in

The Prudential Day One Funds are available as insurance company separate accounts under group annuity contracts issued by Prudential Retirement Insurance and Annuity Company (PRIAC), Hartford, CT,
a Prudential Financial company.
The Prudential Day One IncomeFlex Target Funds were designed for use with Prudential IncomeFlex Target, an in-plan guaranteed retirement income product, and are available as insurance company
separate accounts under group variable annuity contracts issued by PRIAC, Hartford, CT. PRIAC does not guarantee the investment performance or return on contributions to those separate accounts.
Availability and terms may vary by jurisdiction, subject to regulatory approvals. Guarantees are based on claims-paying ability of the insurance company and are subject to certain limitations, terms
and conditions. Annuity contracts contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits and terms for keeping them in force. Contract form #GA-2020-TGWB4-0805. For more information, participants
should access the participant service center or call 1-877-778-2100 for a copy of the Prudential IncomeFlex Target Important Considerations before investing. PRIAC is a Prudential Financial company.
Participants should consider the objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of the funds and guarantee features before purchasing the product. Like all variable investments, these funds may lose value.
A participant or beneficiary may lose money by investing in the funds, including losses near and following retirement, and there is no guarantee that the funds will provide adequate retirement income.
A target date fund should not be selected based solely on age or retirement date, is not a guaranteed investment, and the stated asset allocation may be subject to change.
© 2013 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities. Prudential, the Prudential logo, the Rock symbol and Bring Your Challenges are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc., and its related entities,
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
0251427
0251427-00002-00
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The Risk
is in the
Details
Success begets success...
or so the saying goes.
Over a twenty year period, The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) built the world’s preeminent
space program starting with its
successful 1960s Apollo program,
which produced the first ever manned
moon landing. By the 1980s NASA
experienced resounding success with
its space shuttle program. The “space
shuttle”, the first reusable winged
space craft to achieve an orbit and land
was an amazing feat of engineering.
The future was bright for NASA and
America’s space program. In those 20
years, NASA created a powerful system
that was a beacon for success.
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E

Written By: Jeff Elvander, CFA, CIO,
Retirement Plan Advisory Group

In the retirement plan industry, success has

destroy the orbiter, which is exactly what

shuttle Challenger that January morning,

clearly gone to the target date fund (TDF).

happened that January morning. Erosions

simply put retirement off for those unknowing

TDFs are the most widely used investment

to the O-ring from earlier shuttle launches

participants, requiring them to work well into

option in defined contribution retirement

had become a concern, but were never

retirement or face a lower standard of living.

plans. They are currently offered in over

enough to halt the enormously successful

As with the O-ring, the risk is in the details.

70% of all DC plans, with assets projected to

shuttle program. Coupled with the fact that

reach $1 trillion by 2016. And by 2020, TDF

the O-rings had never been tested in cold

assets are projected to represent more than

weather, which made it harder for the O-ring

70% of all DC assets. Recordkeepers, fund

to contain the high pressure gases, the launch

companies, plan sponsors and participants

on January 28th should have never taken

have clearly chosen this as their strategy to

place. The O-rings had never been tested at

reach an optimal retirement.

temperatures colder that 12 degrees Celsius.

The success of NASA’s space program of
the 60s, 70s and 80s as well as the success
of today’s retirement industry’s adoption of

On January 28, 1986, the temperature was
close to a negative 1 degree Celsius. The risk
was in the details.

respective industries. Both had increasing
popularity and funding. Both were seen
as the way of the future. But success
begets success and the details, however,
eventually caught up to NASA’s space
shuttle program, blemishing a stellar record
and reputation.

gamut. Luckily for plan sponsors, there are
choices when it comes to TDFs, however
limited. Plan sponsors need to understand
this so advisors can address it with them in
the appropriate way. Similar to the engineer’s
knowledge of the O-ring’s limitations, we
as advisors understand the limitations of
the TDF. It may just be one point on the
TDF’s glide path, but the EEx at age 65,

the TDF have their similarities. Both were
the centerpieces and models for their

Participant demographics can run the

is an important, if not critical statistic, that

“By 2020. TDF assets are projected
to represent more than 70% of all
DC assets.”

can help ensure the participant has been
placed on the right glide path. Yes, it is one
small detail, just like the O-ring was to the
space shuttle.

Like the space shuttle’s O-ring, the risk of

As TDFs become the centerpiece of

TDFs can also be found in the details. It

retirement plans, with more plan sponsors

can be found at one simple point which

offering them as a solution and as assets

is easy to identify. That point is the target

continue to grow, there is no time more

It was a clear and chilly morning at Kennedy

date, the retirement date, or the date when a

important than today to address whether

Space Center on January 28, 1986. The

participant reaches age 65. A participant can

the correct TDF is being offered to

space shuttle Challenger was scheduled

be invested in these funds for over 50 years,

participants. It may not be about how well

for another routine launch, similar to the

but at this one point along the glide path, this

the TDFs have performed in the past, or

ones it had done many times before. This

one detail, retirement success or failure can

even how they score. Retirement success

time, however, would be different. Seventy

be defined. The specific detail is the equity

will be a function of how well the TDF has

three seconds after lifting off, the space

exposure (EEx) for the participants at their

prepared the participant for retirement.

shuttle Challenger exploded. As tragic as it

expected retirement date of age 65. EEx for

Some participants are going to need more

was, it was more tragic when subsequent

some participants will need to be high in order

equity (and a higher EEx to successfully

investigations proved that the accident

for them to retire successfully, but for others

retire). Some participants should require

could have been avoided.

The reason

it will need to be low. Just like the shuttle’s

less, or a lower EEx at retirement. The

surrounding the tragedy had been known for

O-ring, which had not been tested in extreme

O-ring was an important space shuttle

almost 10 years. It was a small, seemingly

weather conditions, there are certain market

detail overlooked by NASA. Perhaps EEx at

inconsequential detail; a rubber O-ring.

environments where TDFs EEx is suboptimal

retirement is just as simple as the shuttle’s

for certain participants. Unfortunately, it

O-ring, but hopefully it is not one that is

depends on the participant’s situation as to

overlooked by plan sponsors as they make

what EEx at retirement is optimal. This is one

this

little detail that too often plan sponsors fail to

decision. Yes, the big picture of TDFs is one

take into account for their participants. The

of success. However, the risk of these funds

potential negative outcomes, while not even

ultimately succeeding is in the details. n

The shuttle’s O-ring was meant to contain
the high pressure gases that were produced
by burning rocket propellant. It was a
small detail, but it carried with it a relatively
important consequence (the safety and
success of the shuttle). Any erosion or failure
of the O-ring could lead to an explosion and

increasingly

important

participant

close to the tragedy that befell the space
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You Deserve Best in Class
• #1 provider in the $5 million to $25 million market
• 39 “Best in Class” awards
• 100% of our clients recommended our services

PLANSPONSOR® Magazine’s Defined Contribution Survey, November 2013

Dubuque IA
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americantrustretirement.com
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IT’S NOT JUST A NEW DAY. IT’S A WHOLE NEW TOMORROW.

Every 24 hours, the world gets a chance to start anew. To plan ahead. To set goals and
work to make them come true. At Great-West FinancialSM, we believe in a future where
retirement is only the beginning. Learn more at: www.greatwest.com/launch
Great-West FinancialSM refers to products and services provided by Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company (“GWLA”), Corporate Headquarters:
Greenwood Village, CO; Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company of New York (“GWLANY”), Home Office: White Plains, NY, their subsidiaries
and affiliates. GWLA is not licensed to conduct business in New York. The trademarks, logos, service marks, and design elements used are owned by
Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company. © 2013 Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company. All rights reserved.
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WE’RE ALL IN

DANGER
OF LIVING LONG,
HEALTHY LIVES.

Today, people are living longer than ever. Which
means employees need to be financially prepared
for 30 years of retirement or more. At TIAA-CREF,
we’ve got an award-winning1 range of funds plus
lifetime retirement income solutions embedded in
the plans we manage.2 It’s how we deliver Outcomes
That Matter.

Help your clients give their employees
what they want to get to and through
30 years of retirement. Visit TIAA.org

The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent
Return for eligible funds over the three-year period ended 11/30/12. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36 fund
companies with at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios. Past performance does not
guarantee future results. For current performance and rankings, please visit the Research and Performance
section on tiaa-cref.org. TIAA-CREF funds are subject to market and other risk factors.
2
Lifetime retirement income based on fixed annuity products and is subject to TIAA’s claims-paying ability.
1

BEST OVERALL
LARGE FUND
COMPANY
The Lipper Award
is based on a review
of 36 companies’
2012 risk-adjusted
performance.
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Consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before
investing. Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and fund prospectuses that contain
this and other information. Read carefully before investing.
Products and services available vary depending upon each employer’s plan offerings.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.,
members FINRA, distribute securities products. Annuity contracts and certificates are issued by Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA) and College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF),
New York, NY.
© 2014 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF),
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY, 10017. C14685

Retirement Plan Advisory Group
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Realize the Benefits of
Active Management
The Alger Capital Appreciation and
Alger Spectra strategies have been
actively managed for more than 38 years.
All of Alger’s strategies seek alpha by
following our proven investment philosophy
of investing in companies experiencing
Positive Dynamic Change.
Learn more at

www.alger.com/activemanagement
or call 800.223.3810.

Inspired by Change, Driven by Growth.

A Proud Sponsor of RPAG

Victory Capital Management

We have the tools,
relationships, and
experience to help you
grow and retain your book
of retirement business.
Contact the Victory Investment Professionals
at 1-800-991-8191.

Becker
CapitalManagement
Management
Becker Capital

Mutual Fund
• Separate Accounts
•

For more information about our Large Cap Value Strategy
Contact Jay Dyer - (503) 223-1720 - jdyer@beckercap.com

www.beckercap.com

Victory Capital Management Inc. is a Registered Investment Advisor. Past
Performance is not a Guarantee of Future Performance.

Retirement Plan Advisory Group |
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If you’ve changed the way
you see Retirement,
shouldn’t you do the same with

Retirement
Investing?
Today’s retirement investors face longer life spans as well as volatile,
highly correlated and low-yielding markets.
Plan sponsors have to confront these new realities by building retirement
solutions that focus on stable returns, inflation protection and income
generation over longer time horizons.
At BNY Mellon, we provide investment solutions that are designed for these
unprecedented times, with a diversification and risk management approach
that goes far beyond conventional style boxes.
To learn more about how we combine our institutional-quality strategies
into next-generation retirement solutions, download our white paper at
www.bnymellonretirement.com
BNY Mellon Investment Management is one of the world’s leading investment management organizations and one of the top U.S. wealth managers, encompassing BNY Mellon’s affiliated investment
management firms, wealth management services and global distribution companies. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. BNY Mellon Retirement is a
dedicated team of experienced retirement professionals representing BNY Mellon Investment Management’s retirement investment solutions for the Defined Contribution and Insurance/VA businesses,
including retail mutual funds, bank-maintained collective investment funds for employee benefit plan investors, and institutional separate accounts.

53

FUNDS RATED

4 or 5 stars

by Morningstar.
Visit nuveen.com or call 800.752.8700

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Mutual fund investing involves risk; principal loss is possible.
Ratings are for the period ended 12/31/13 and include all share classes, some of which are load-waived and may not be available to all investors. Out of 81 mutual funds rated by Morningstar,
25 received a 5-star overall rating and 28 received a 4-star overall rating. The Overall Morningstar Rating™ is based on the weighted average of the number of stars assigned to the fund’s
applicable time periods. Morningstar ratings may vary among share classes and are based on historical risk-adjusted total returns, which are not indicative of future results. Some funds may have
experienced negative returns over the time periods rated. For funds with at least a three-year history, a Morningstar Rating™ is based on a risk-adjusted return measure (including the effects of
sales charges, loads, and redemption fees) with emphasis on downward variations and consistent performance. The Overall Morningstar Rating™ for a fund is derived from a weighted average
of the fund’s three-, five-, and 10-year (if applicable) risk-adjusted return measures and Morningstar ratings metrics. The top 10% of funds in each category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% 4 stars,
the next 35% 3 stars, the next 22.5% 2 stars, and the bottom 10% 1 star. Each share class is counted as a fraction of one fund within this scale and rated separately.
©2013 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Morningstar information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar; (2) may not be copied; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate,
complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.
Investors should consider the investment objectives and policies, risk considerations, charges and expenses of a fund carefully before investing. For a prospectus which contains this and other information relevant to an investment in a fund, please contact your financial advisor or Nuveen Investments directly at 800.257.8787. Investors should read the prospectus carefully before they invest.
Nuveen Asset Management, LLC; Symphony Asset Management LLC; NWQ Investment Management Company, LLC; Santa Barbara Asset Management, LLC; Tradewinds Global Investors, LLC;
Winslow Capital Management, LLC and Gresham Investment Management LLC are registered investment advisors and subsidiaries of Nuveen Investments, Inc. Funds distributed by Nuveen
Securities, LLC. ©2014 Nuveen Investments, Inc.
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The journey is as important
as the destination!
Planning for retirement in today’s marketplace is no vacation for many
participants. At Eagle, our Defined Contribution – Investment Only team
clearly understands the challenges investors face and is dedicated to
offering tools you need for the retirement plan that best meets your
clients’ needs.
With more than 30 years of experience, we have the knowledge and
stability you can count on to help your clients get where they want to be.

Small enough to care. Large enough to matter.
For more information on how Eagle can support your efforts, please
contact Jay Natkow at 727-403-3704 or visit us at eagleasset.com

Eagle Fund Distributors, Inc., Member FINRA. 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 33716
For Broker Dealer Use only. Not for General Public use.
EFD-0214-447 Exp. 6/30/2014 | 14-EAGLE-0180

Get the latest at
#durableportfolios
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clear view of retirement,

improving outcomes
Rainy

Cloudy

Partly Sunny

Sunny

We keep participants on course toward a funded retirement.
What makes our approach to retirement readiness so effective is that it’s so
personalized. At any time, participants can check their own retirement forecast
to get an idea of whether they’re on course toward a funded retirement and,
if not, what steps they can take to improve it. Think how much more engaged your
clients’ participants would be with this kind of actionable guidance. To learn more,
call 888-401-5826 or visit trsretire.com.

Securities offered through Transamerica Investors Securities Corporation (TISC),
440 Mamaroneck Avenue, Harrison, NY 10528. Transamerica and TISC are affiliated companies.
14599-FA_AD (01/14)
© 2014 Transamerica Retirement Solutions Corporation
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E

Written By: Grace Basile, Assistant Director of Market Intelligence
Transamerica Retirement Solutions

The Future of
Retirement Plans
The retirement plan industry will continue to provide a variety of innovations
designed to enhance retirement readiness. This is just one of the findings according
to the new Prescience 2017: Expert Opinions on the Future of Retirement Plans
study from Transamerica Retirement Solutions.
Experts surveyed for Prescience 2017
estimate that 59% of plan sponsors will
have received a plan-level retirement
readiness report. Thirty-nine percent will
have changed the design of their plan to
enhance the readiness of their participant
population, 55% will have implemented
automatic enrollment, and 45% of those
will have adopted default deferral rates
6% or higher. Most retirement plan service
providers will be showing employees if
they are on track to achieve a successful
retirement and telling them how much they
need to save to be on track.
Going beyond accumulation in their quest
to help participants achieve retirement
success, one quarter of plan sponsors
will have conducted a search for an inplan retirement income solution, and 10%
will have implemented such a solution.
Providers will be working furiously to
develop solutions that meet the need of
highly compensated employees imperfectly
served by 401(k), 403(b), 457 and 409A
nonqualified deferred compensation plans.
Evolving attitudes of regulators will do their
part to contribute to the move toward an
outcome philosophy of retirement benefits:
lifting limits to maximum default deferral
levels, expanding the scope of IB 96-1 to
cover in-plan annuities and other retirement
income guarantees, changing safe harbor
employer contribution formulas to models
more likely to help workers to achieve a
successful retirement.
Experts also anticipate the Department of
Labor will issue revised rules defining the

term “Fiduciary,” applying them to IRAs
to eliminate the regulatory competitive
advantage retail advisors enjoy over plan
advisors when meeting with a participant
eligible for a distribution of plan assets.
Federal government budget constraints will
result in cutbacks of pre-tax contribution
limits; we can’t expect that tax credit for
low and middle income earners will be
expanded either. As an alternative to
reduced 402(g) and 415(c)(1)(A) limits
(experts predict those will not be changed),
the Obama administration has proposed a
lifetime cap on contributions that would be
hard to implement. In the end, some other
option may win such as a review of required
minimum distribution rules that encourage
employees to stay in the workforce past
age 70½, regardless of account balance,
earnings, or hours worked.
Greater reliance on mobile technology for
communication changes the frequency,
purpose, effectiveness, and tone of
messages. The success of the gaming
industry with mobile technology will
inspire retirement plan service providers
to conceive fun, engaging, even playful
retirement learning paths.
Frequent
retirement readiness alerts, short and to
the point, with a specific point-and-click
call for action will prove more effective than
anything we have seen to date.
Equity markets were up in 2013, and
sponsors will be looking for fixed income
products incorporating a guarantee,
seeking protection from a reversal in longterm interest rate trends. The retirement

investing industry will develop new
QDIAs featuring a retirement income
distribution option, ultimate convenience
for participants through their lifecycle. One
quarter of plan sponsors will have adopted
fee equalization to distribute the cost of
recordkeeping among participants in a fair
and equitable manner.
The market presence of Professional
Retirement Plan Advisors will continue to
grow. By year-end 2017, a number of plan
advisor practices will have combined in
larger, national teams. Fee compression
will lead advisor teams to reduce their
involvement in less lucrative activities such
as vendor due diligence searches and
group education meetings to focus on
emerging specialties more valuable to plan
sponsors such as searches for retirement
transition counseling services, and defined
benefit plan consulting.
Reflecting on the many trends documented
in Prescience 2017, we conclude the
retirement readiness movement will lead
to a widespread adoption of the outcome
philosophy of retirement plans, reminiscent
of the income benefit philosophy of
yesteryears, with the benefit of participant
choice. Employers’ adoption of a retirement
system combining plan design, investment
options incorporating income options, and
retirement readiness reporting brings us to
the cusp of a new era.
The purpose of Prescience 2017: Expert
Opinions on the Future of Retirement Plans
is to present executives responsible for
retirement plan management with insights
on the industry’s future so they can develop
and evaluate their organizations’ plan and
strategies. The report explores upcoming
trends in regulations, technology, and
investment, to name a few.
To request a copy of Prescience 2017:
Expert Opinions on the Future of Retirement Plans, simply send an
email to marketinsights@transamerica.com.
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IS A SEPARATE ACCOUNT
APPROACH RIGHT FOR YOU?
TAKE THE QUIZ
Do you like the following (check all that apply):
Revenue sharing credited back to participant accounts daily, thereby eliminating
allocation issues found in ERISA accounts.
Foreign tax credits credited back to the accounts that generated them, resulting in lower
separate account expenses and increased performance.
Utilizing share classes with lowest net investment expenses, helping minimize expenses
and maximize returns.
Leveraging sub-advised accounts, whenever possible, to provide more choice in capacity
constrained asset categories or lower investment costs relative to mutual fund versions of
the strategy.
No cash drag with late day trading allowing for accounts to be fully invested.
IF YOU CHECKED ANY OF THE BOXES
ABOVE, A SECURIAN RETIREMENT OPEN
ARCHITECTURE OR 3(21) INVESTMENT
PLATFORM UTILIZING SEPARATE
ACCOUNTS MAY BE RIGHT FOR YOU!

Securian Retirement
www.SecurianRetirementCenter.com

A passion for success. Yours.
Contact Securian Retirement at 1-877-876-4015
to learn how the power of separate accounts can
support your sales success.

INSURANCE I INVESTMENTS I RETIREMENT

Securian Retirement’s qualified plan products are offered through a group variable annuity contract issued by Minnesota Life Insurance Company,
a Securian Financial Group affiliate. • 400 Robert Street North, St. Paul, MN 55101-2098
©2014 Securian Financial Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
F77261-1 1-2014 DOFU 1-2014
A04740-1213
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E

Written By: Securian

Understanding the Power
of Separate Accounts
When offering a defined contribution retirement plan to employees, an employer
(serving in the capacity of the plan sponsor) is confronted with significant fiduciary
duties pertaining to the selection and monitoring of service providers and core
investment options. Unfortunately for plan sponsors, the universe of service providers
and available investment options are not created equal. A prudent process should be
followed to help ensure that the plan is acting in the best interests of participants. The
process should be able to identify service provider conflicts of interest and ultimately
avoid those providers where material conflicts of interest are apparent.
Securian Retirement offers a unique
approach to open architecture through
insurance company separate accounts.
This
innovative
open
architecture
approach has significant benefits related
to transparency, cost, tax, manager choice,
and performance, which are areas Securian
has perfected over the last twenty years.
Plan sponsors and advisors have become
frustrated with the varying amounts
of revenue sharing across mutual
fund share classes, which create a
significant challenge to meeting fiduciary
responsibilities. Securian recognized this
over two decades ago and avoided the
fiduciary hassles that revenue sharing
provides by developing the technology
to put the revenue sharing back into the
separate account the same day it was
charged by the mutual fund. This avoids
the unnecessary conflicts of interest that
revenue sharing creates for plan sponsors
to assess and understand. By applying a
consistent contract asset charge to all plan
investment options, Securian provides both
a transparent cost for services rendered
and achieves desirable pro-rata allocation
across participant account balances when
a plan sponsor chooses to allocate plan
fees across plan assets.
Some share classes of a mutual fund are
more efficient than others for particular
investment strategies. This means that
some share classes will have lower net
fees and higher performance than other
share classes when revenue sharing is

credited back daily. Securian offers only
one separate account for each investment
strategy regardless of how many share
classes are offered. By picking the most
efficient option, this helps clients get the
best possible result with regards to fees
and performance.
Securian is able to capture Foreign Tax
Credits because insurance company
separate accounts are utilized. Since
separate accounts are both an asset
and a liability of the insurance company,
Securian can apply Foreign Tax Credits to
its tax return. This tax credit is quantified
by separate account and passed back
to the retirement plan investors over a 12
month period. This credit helps lower the
expense of the separate account and
increases performance.
Approximately 5,000 unique strategies are
available without the unnecessary clutter
of multiple share classes. This open
architecture solution not only draws
from retail mutual funds that are quite
prevalent in the retirement industry,
but also from collective investment
trusts, variable insurance trusts, and
institutional managers that run a
portfolio exclusively for Securian clients.
Securian believes that its open architecture
solution provides more real choice with
less clutter than is typical in the retirement
industry today.

which reflects the revenue sharing credited
back to the separate account. This
performance precedes the assessment of
a contract asset charge. We believe this
performance is the most appropriate
performance to conduct due diligence on
the portfolio manager. In our experience,
the skill of an asset manager should be
assessed for the performance saddled only
with investment expenses. Revenue sharing
is not an investment expense with regards
to asset management. In the retirement
industry, revenue sharing is typically used
to pay plan expenses. The plan sponsor
chooses how it pays plan expenses. The
skill of the manager does not change based
on whether the plan sponsor pays the
expenses out of pocket, or per participant
expense, or an asset charge.
The separate account will track the
mutual fund performance very closely as
the separate account is fully invested in
shares of the mutual fund on a daily basis.
There is no need for a cash buffer, so
there is no cash drag. Multiple plans can
invest in a separate account and the daily
activity of each plan is aggregated into a
single omnibus trade (buy or sell) that is
processed after the close of business. The
mutual funds grant late day trading so the
omnibus trade is transacted at the end of
day NAV. With the pass back of revenue
sharing and any Foreign Tax Credits, the
performance of the separate account will
exceed that of the mutual fund.
Open architecture through separate
accounts provides many advantages
with regards to cost, transparency,
tax efficiency, manager choice, and
performance. While a unique solution,
Securian Retirement has worked to perfect
these advantages over 20 years and has
served the fiduciary interests of clients well.
For financial professional use only. Not for use with the public. This
material may not be reproduced in any way where it would be accessible
to the general public.
Please note the RIAs may limit their advisors ability to participate in
offering an Open Architecture solution.

Securian provides historical performance
for all of the available investment strategies
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A partner for the journey ahead
Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management is dedicated to delivering the highest
standard of excellence with a full range of strategies including active, passive
and alternatives. We combine expertise and experience with intelligence and
innovation to deliver relevant solutions. We‘re here to help you put clients on
the path to a confident future. They deserve nothing less.

For more information, please contact us at (800) 621-1148. Visit www.dws-investments.com.
For registered representative use only. Not for public viewing or distribution.
Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management represents the asset management and wealth management activities conducted by Deutsche Bank AG or any of
its subsidiaries. Clients will be provided Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management products or services by one or more legal entities that will be identified
to clients pursuant to the contracts, agreements, offering materials or other documentation relevant to such products or services. DWS Investments
Distributors, Inc., 222 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606-5808 © 2014 Deutsche Bank AG. All rights reserved. CH145203 (1/14) R-33316-1

ACHIEVABLE.
What gives you the confidence your DC plan participants
will achieve their goals? Adding features like auto-enrollment
and choosing the right default option are crucial.

That’s why we
stand with you.

Help your participants reach their income replacement goals
with Russell’s multi-asset solutions.

Call Andrew Scherer
Director, Defined Contribution
1-630-542-7833 or email
DCDirections@russell.com

Your job’s not easy. But with a little guidance, you can climb
to the challenge.

Copyright © Russell Investments 2014. All rights reserved.
Russell Investment Group, a Washington USA corporation, operates through subsidiaries worldwide, including Russell
Investments and is a subsidiary of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
RFS 14-12039
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Neuberger Berman is proud to sponsor

The Retirement Plan Advisory Group
Since 1939, Neuberger Berman has worked toward a single goal: helping clients preserve and build wealth.
Neuberger Berman retirement specialists are dedicated, experienced professionals who have the skill and
knowledge to deliver retirement-focused solutions.

For more information please visit www.nb.com.
The “Neuberger Berman” name and logo are registered service marks
of Neuberger Berman Group LLC. Neuberger Berman LLC is a Registered
Investment Advisor and Broker-Dealer. Member FINRA/SIPC.
©2014 Neuberger Berman LLC. All rights reserved.
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Written By: David L. Reichart, CFA, CAIA, Portfolio Advisor
Principal Management Corporation

Risk-Based Investing: A New

Approach to Portfolio Construction

Risk-based investing entails seeking to generate outcomes that solve for a specific
risk or risks. Its growing relevance in portfolio construction is being defined by the
aging population. According to a report by consulting firm McKinsey & Company1,
“Outcomes are the New Alpha,” roughly 70% of all investable assets within the next
five years will be controlled by retirees and near-retirees. Within this context, we at
Principal Funds believe that the risks most relevant in the marketplace are:
• Longevity – the risk of outliving one’s
wealth
• Inflation – loss of purchasing power
• Market – volatility in the financial
markets, which impacts portfolio value
• Abandonment – a behavioral consequence of market volatility driven by
fear or greed
Through the management of these risks the
ultimate objective is to reign in the range of
outcomes. This is the underlying goal of riskbased investing. However, managing these
risks comes at a cost. By reducing the range
of outcomes, you are ostensibly giving up
the potential for outsized positive returns
for the benefit of reducing or eliminating the
potential for outsized negative returns.
But the benefit to a more consistent return
profile is the potential for greater long-term
wealth. And isn’t that why we invest in the
first place? The example below illustrates
how lower volatility can translate into greater
long-term wealth.

*Assumes $1,000,000 beginning portfolio values and
hypothetical 10% annual returns over five years. This
example is for illustration purposes only and does not
reflect any mutual funds or indices. Does not represent
the performance of any Principal Fund.
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Both Fund A and Fund B have the same
average return of 10% over the five-year
period. However, Fund A’s performance is
much more consistent (less volatile) and,
therefore, leads to a higher value after year
five. As a result of lower volatility, Fund A
is worth roughly 20% more than Fund B,
despite having the same average rate
of return. Imagine the difference this
would make if the investor in Fund B
was a retiree withdrawing income
during this period.
In response to the need to
reduce volatility, the industry
has introduced several
new
products
called
liquid alternatives. These
products can essentially
provide the benefits of a
hedge fund (risk reduction,
return
enhancement,
and
more
complete
diversification) with many of
the attributes of a mutual fund.
But these strategies are complex,
so it is important to work with a
financial professional who understands
these products and can choose the right
one(s) for you.
People are living longer and need to fund
more years in retirement. As medical
advances continue, it’s quite likely that
today’s healthy 65-year-olds will live well
into their 80s or even 90s2. This means
there’s a real possibility that retirees may
need 30 or more years of retirement income.
There are several strategies available in the
marketplace that are designed to generate

Retirement Plan Advisory Group

income, such as dividend-paying stocks,
high-yield bonds, emerging market debt,
and master limited partnerships, to name a
few. However, many of these may introduce
additional risks to the portfolio, such as
credit and default risk. That’s why we
believe it is important to take a diversified
approach across several strategies to help
mitigate those risks, while seeking the
growth and income needed to sustain an
investor’s lifestyle in retirement.
Inflation, the long-term tendency of money to
lose purchasing power, impacts retirement
income in two ways: by increasing the
future costs of goods and services, and
by potentially eroding the value of invested
assets set aside to meet those costs.

Inflation-hedging strategies, including
the more commonly used U.S. treasury
inflation-protected securities (TIPS) and
commodities, can increase the opportunity
to achieve a real rate of return above
inflation, each with its own inflation-hedging
and longer-term risk/return characteristics.
Therefore, once again, we believe a more
comprehensive approach to hedging
inflation is to diversify across several of
these strategies.

I M PA C T

Investors have become increasingly
sensitive to capital declines. This situation
may have been exacerbated in 2011 when
the equity markets finished essentially flat,
but with a tremendous amount of volatility
throughout the year3. According to data
from the Investment Company Institute,
2011 witnessed the greatest amount of
money fleeing the equity markets since
2008, and this trend continued into 2012.
This “abandonment risk” creates a whole
new set of issues for financial professionals
and their clients, particularly in the current
interest rate environment where historically
“safe” alternatives, such as CDs and
money markets, provide inadequate levels
of return and the likelihood of negative real
returns. Investors who withdraw and wait
for the proper re-entry point run the risk of
underperforming over an extended period
of time and thereby may do significant
damage to their long-term returns.

October 2012
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
Zephyr

1

2©
3

Carefully consider the Fund’s objectives, risks, charges, and expenses.
Contact your financial professional or visit principalfunds.com for a
prospectus or summary prospectus, if available, containing this and other
information. Please read it carefully before investing.
Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
Fixed-income investments are subject to interest rate risk; as interest
rates rise their value will decline. Commodity futures contracts generally
are volatile and not suitable for all investors. Lower-rated securities are
subject to additional credit and default risks. International and global
investing involves greater risks such as currency fluctuations, political/
social instability and differing accounting standards. Emerging market
debt risks include currency fluctuations, economic/political instability
and illiquidity.
Asset allocation/diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect
against a loss.

That is why we believe a diversified multistrategy approach to tackling each of the
more relevant risks for investors – longevity,
inflation, and market risk – can lead to more
reliable portfolio outcomes, and can keep
investors on the path to attain the retirement
lifestyles they have worked so hard to

Principal Funds are distributed by Principal Funds Distributor, Inc.

achieve. n

Managers
INVESTM ENT GROUP

Institutional-Quality
Investment Strategies for the
Defined Contribution Marketplace
■

Think boutique

■

Differentiate your fund menus

■

Access to a wide range of
asset classes

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investing involves risk, including loss of principal.
Managers Investment Group is a subsidiary of Affiliated Managers Group (NYSE: AMG).
Funds are distributed by Managers Distributors, Inc., a member of FINRA.
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You want to close

more business.

We can help.
As a successful financial professional, you

The companies of OneAmerica® offer:

Have confidence in the companies of OneAmerica® because:
• We are among only 7% of U.S. life insurers with an
A.M. Best rating of A+ (Superior — AUL, State Life,
and PML) or higher and a Standard & Poor’s rating of
AA- (Very Strong — AUL, State Life, and PML) or higher.*
• We have an award-winning custom communications program
• Our annual sales growth rate is over 20% with a 96% client
retention rate and an average client tenure of 15 years**
• We are a platinum and gold industry leading award winner
for overall client satisfaction, loyalty and value for cost.***

Imagine working with
a company whose
brand strength comes
from its people —
that’s OneAmerica.
Get to know us at
www.oneamerica.com.

need a trusted provider that sets you apart from the competition.
95 percent of financial professionals that we work with say that
they are very satisfied with our local office support, product
knowledge and industry experience.

Retirement Services

(k), (b), & 
Defined benefit & esop

from the companies of OneAmerica®

*Calculated
Calculated by OneAmerica based on data provided by SNL Financial as of 12/4/2012. AM Best rating second highest of 16 from May 10, 2012 release. S&P
rating fourth highest of 21 from August 15, 2012 report. **Calculated by OneAmerica based on internal data 12/31/12 ***2012 Boston Research Group
Satisfaction and Loyalty Survey. Note: Ratings reflect rating agency assessment’s of the financial strength and claims-paying ability of AUL. They are not
intended to reflect the investment experience or financial strength of any variable account, which is subject to market risk. These ratings can change at any time.
Registered products issued by AUL are distributed by OneAmerica Securities, Inc., Member FINRA, SIPC, a Registered Investment Advisor, 433 N. Capitol Ave.,
Indianapolis, IN 46204, (877) 285-3863. The companies of OneAmerica®: American United Life Insurance Company®(AUL), The State Life Insurance Company,
OneAmerica Securities, Inc., McCready and Keene, Inc., Pioneer Mutual Life Insurance Company (PML) and AUL Reinsurance Management Services, LLC.
© 2013 OneAmerica Financial Partners, Inc. All rights reserved. OneAmerica® and the OneAmerica banner are all registered trademarks of OneAmerica Financial Partners, Inc.
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Written By: Peter Welsh, Vice President, Product and Business Strategy
OneAmerica

OneAmerica® Introduces
Index(b)TM
Index investing is a well recognized and respected investment strategy, and the
debate about whether to invest in an active or index option is more than ever in
the spotlight. Increased focus on fees, investment expenses and transparency
is fueling a growing defined contribution (DC) trend toward index strategies. Of
course, indexing is not new in DC; it has long had a significant role in mega and

Index(b) investment options

large institutional DC plans.

Index(b) offers a menu of 20 investment
options, 16 through TIAA-CREF, along with
a stable value investment option from the
American United Life Insurance Company®
(AUL), a OneAmerica company and three
others. The plan can be coupled with
additional services designed to prepare
plan participants for retirement including
customized communications, education
programs and local service.

The companies of OneAmerica have
launched Index(b)™, an indexed investing
option designed for nonprofit organizations.
The new retirement plan offering arrives
on the heels of the successful rollout of
Index(k)™ in early 2013.
The companies of OneAmerica offer
Index(b) to plan sponsors and financial
professionals who:
• Need an alternative to under-performing
active managers
• Seek lower cost investment options
• Seek total transparency and disclosure
• Need better solutions in order to spend
their time focusing on other aspects of
their retirement plan
• Desire a 403(b) compliant investment
lineup
Advisors and plan sponsors are being
held more accountable for the value and
performance of retirement plans. The
companies of OneAmerica has developed
Index(b) to help reduce the overall cost
to plan participants and allows nonprofits
to focus more time on achieving their
organization’s mission and less time
managing their investments.
Advantages of indexing
Index investment options provide several
advantages to both plan sponsors and
financial professionals, including the
following:
• Transparency: The objective of index
options is to match the performance of
the chosen benchmark so the strategy
is completely transparent and the risk of
underperformance is minimized.

• Reduction in plan costs: Index options
use passive management techniques
where the index manager must follow
the methodology of the underlying
benchmark. This approach reduces
research costs versus an actively
managed option and keeps portfolio
turnover low.
• Efficient asset allocation: Widely
accepted research1 shows that allocation
accounts for the overwhelming variation
of portfolio returns. Index options provide
highly effective building blocks that can be
used to execute asset allocation strategies.
• Easy to implement: Index options reduce
the frequency of ongoing evaluation and
analysis of the investment portfolio, the
simpler cost structure makes it easy
for plan sponsors to understand and
assess fees, and they are easier for plan
participants to understand.
1. Brinson, Gary P., Randolph Hood, and
Gilbert L. Beebower. 1986. ‘Determinants
of Portfolio Performance’. Financial
Analysts Journal, vol. 42, no. 4 (July/
August): 39-48.
Considerations of indexing
When considering an index investment
option, it is important to note that the
portfolio manager must follow the index and
does not have the flexibility of a portfolio
manager of a non-index investment option.
Since an index option is designed to match
the index it is based on, it does not have
the potential to outperform the market. In
addition, an investor foregoes the possibility
of large gains.

Indexing Methodology
With Index(b), each benchmark will
identify a specific segment of the market
to represent (e.g. large cap, small cap,
international developed). Indexes are
constructed and maintained by each
index provider according to a rules-based,
transparent
methodology.
Generally,
companies must meet specific market cap,
public float, liquidity, financial stability and
domicile characteristics to be considered
for inclusion in the indexes. Changes are
periodically made to the index constituents
to reflect the changing face of the
representative market.
Note: All group variable annuity contracts are issued by American United
Life Insurance Company® (AUL), One American Square, Indianapolis, IN
46206-0368, 1-800-249-6269. Registered group variable annuity contracts
are distributed by OneAmerica Securities, Inc., Member FINRA, SIPC, a
Registered Investment Advisor, 433 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46204,
1-877-285-3863. McCready and Keene provides administrative and record
keeping services and is not a broker/dealer or an investment advisor. Neither
AUL, OneAmerica Securities, McCready and Keene nor their representatives
provide tax, legal or investment advice.
The AUL Stable Value Account is provided through an AUL Group
Annuity Contract and is supported by the general account of AUL. It is not
a separate account; plan participants do not own units, any portion of, or
any entitlement to the AUL general account. Please refer to the applicable
AUL Group Annuity Contract for more information on the Stable Value
Account.
TIAA-CREF is not an affiliate of the companies of OneAmerica or
OneAmerica Securities and is not a OneAmerica company.
Investment involves risk. There is no assurance that the investment
objective of any investment option will be achieved. Before investing,
understand that variable annuities are subject to market risk, including
possible loss of principal.
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distinct retirement solutions

Calamos has a a dedicated DCIO group with a
breadth of capabilities and partnerships. For more
information, please visit www.calamos.com or
contact Barry Livingston, CFA, CAIA, SVP, Co-Head
of Global Institutional Distribution at 877.841.0098.

Active Strategies
Global Research Platform
Growth, Value and Alternative Investment Solutions

®
At Putnam, we are continuously working to
pursue a better retirement experience and deliver
results for advisors, plan sponsors, and employees.
Visit putnam.com or call 1-800-719-9914.

Benefit
from our
experience
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Expect a
premium
level of
service

Realize the
value of
innovation

See
individual,
measurable
results
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AmericanCentury.com/Choice • 800 345 6488

“To” vs. “Through”

Flatter Matters

Smoother Ride

We found that a steady glide path
post-retirement may be better at
reducing the likelihood of a retiree
running out of money too soon.

The bigger the difference between
the glide path’s beginning and ending
equity allocations, the more investors
may be impacted by market volatility.

Our focus on limiting volatile return
streams may encourage participants
to stay the course throughout a
variety of market environments.

A One Choice Portfolio’s target date is the approximate year when investors plan to retire or start withdrawing their money.
The principal value of the investment is not guaranteed at any time, including at the target date.
Each target-date portfolio seeks the highest total return consistent with its asset mix. Over time, the asset mix and weightings are
adjusted to be more conservative. In general, as the target year approaches, the portfolio’s allocation becomes more conservative
by decreasing the allocation to stocks and increasing the allocation to bonds and money market instruments.

You should consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before you invest.
The fund’s prospectus or summary prospectus, which can be obtained by visiting americancentury.com, contains this
and other information about the fund, and should be read carefully before investing.
American Century Investment Services Inc., Distributor. ©2014 American Century Proprietary Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. CO-ADV-81270
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Written By: Leo M. Zerilli, CIMA, Head of Investments
John Hancock Investments

Absolute Return Investing:
Taking a More Targeted Approach
A growing number of profession retirement plan advisors are introducing alternative
investments into defined contribution plans since alternatives help to reduce
volatility, balance risks, and ultimately enhance returns. Absolute return strategies
are among the alternative approaches that have attracted attention in recent years.
The following guide to absolute return investing from John Hancock Investments
examines why a strategy first employed by hedge funds has become an increasingly
popular choice for mutual fund investors.
The challenge of market volatility
A well-constructed asset allocation
strategy has historically helped reduce
portfolio volatility and mitigate the risk of
significant losses. However, the market
volatility experienced since 2000 has
shown that a sophisticated portfolio
design investing across many traditional
asset classes does not always provide the
expected diversification benefits. In fact,
the global financial crisis of 2008–2009
generated surprising levels of volatility
affecting a wide range of asset classes.
Investors who believed that their portfolios
had been sufficiently diversified sustained
surprisingly large account drawdowns,
leading many to seek alternative
approaches to achieve specific risk-return
targets.
Absolute return investing
Absolute return strategies offer a
different approach. Unconstrained by
traditional benchmarks, they pursue more
consistent positive returns, regardless
of market environment, through the
active employment of the widest set of
investment management tools. By aiming
for consistent positive performance, these
strategies have the potential to offer
returns that compound more efficiently
over time.
Until absolute return strategies began to
emerge in mutual funds in 2005, absolute
return investing was almost entirely the
domain of hedge funds, which are often
illiquid, expensive, and lack transparency
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and regulatory oversight. Absolute return
mutual funds have made this strategy
available to a much wider audience
of investors. In addition to providing
new alternatives for advisors and retail
investors seeking to minimize risk,
absolute return mutual funds can serve as
vehicles to diversify the investment menus
of defined contribution plans. Adding
these funds to a plan menu may provide
appealing options for plan participants
seeking to minimize risk.
Most absolute return managers approach
their goal with relatively few constraints
on how much of a certain asset class
they must own, including alternative asset
classes. Absolute return portfolios also
typically incorporate active strategies to
both hedge risk and pursue opportunities.
In strong market rallies, absolute return
strategies may significantly underperform
traditional equities and fixed-income
approaches, as well as long-only asset
allocation strategies. But the diversification
benefits and risk-adjusted results that an
absolute
return
manager
can
potentially deliver
across a wide
range of market
environments may
be out of reach for
more
traditional
i n v e s t m e n t
managers
who
have a more limited
set of opportunities.

Retirement Plan Advisory Group

Absolute return investing at John
Hancock Investments
One of the benefits of John Hancock
Investments’ manager-of-managers model
is that we can scour the globe to find
managers with specialized experience
in a particular strategy. We search for
management teams with the best skill
sets and track records to manage funds
designed to address investor needs. In
seeking out uniquely qualified absolute
return managers, we selected two very
different firms: Standard Life Investments
(SLI) and First Quadrant.
SLI founded its absolute return strategy in
2005 and is one of the few absolute return
managers with experience managing
through the various market environments
of the past nine years. SLI’s experience
and record in managing absolute return
strategies were key factors in the decision
of John Hancock Investments to select
SLI as manager of John Hancock Global
Absolute Return Strategies Fund, which
was launched in December 2011.
John Hancock Investments in July 2013
launched a more conservative iteration of
the fund, known as Global Conservative
Absolute Return Fund. SLI created this
product by stripping away the equity
components
employed
by
Global
Absolute Return Strategies Fund, creating
a lower-volatility, lower-return option as a
substitute for, or complement to, investors’
exposure to fixed income. Global
Conservative Absolute Return Fund is
also slightly more tactical than Global
Absolute Return Strategies Fund, with a

I M PA C T

shorter overall time horizon for its trades,
and the ability to potentially have an overall
negative duration in its bond portfolio. As
a result of these differences, the balance
of risks between the two funds can vary,
leading to performance differences.
John Hancock Investments selected First
Quadrant in 2010 to manage the John
Hancock Currency Strategies Fund. In
January 2014, this fund was renamed John
Hancock Absolute Return Currency Fund
to more clearly articulate its strategy. First
Quadrant has been managing currency
strategies since 1992, and their portfolio
management process seeks to generate
positive returns with low volatility in all
types of markets through establishing long
and short positions in select developedmarket currencies.

Conclusion
Absolute return mutual funds can be
effective tools for limiting investment
volatility and providing a more targeted
approach to pursuing positive returns over
time. John Hancock Global Absolute Return
Strategies Fund, the newly incepted John
Hancock Global Conservative Absolute
Return Fund, and John Hancock Absolute
Return Currency Fund provide liquid
options for implementing absolute return
strategies within portfolios, managed by
teams with deep experience in this growing
segment of the investment universe.

Absolute return funds are not designed to outperform stocks and
bonds in strong markets. There is no guarantee of a positive return,
of the fund achieving its objective, or that volatility-reducing strategies
will be successful. The use of hedging and derivatives could produce
disproportionate gains or losses and may increase costs. Fixed-income
investments are subject to interest-rate and credit risk; their value will
normally decline as interest rates rise or if a creditor is unwilling to
make principal or interest payments. Illiquid securities may be difficult
to sell at a price approximating their value. Currency transactions are
affected by fluctuations in exchange rates. Investments in higheryielding, lower-rated securities include a higher risk of default. Losses
could exceed the amount invested in its currency instruments. Foreign
investing, especially in emerging markets, has additional risks, such
as currency and market volatility and political and social instability.
The stock prices of midsize and small companies can change more
frequently and dramatically than those of large companies. Please see
the funds’ prospectuses for additional risks.
Clients should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks,
charges, and expenses before investing. The prospectus contains
this and other important information about the fund. To obtain a
prospectus, call John Hancock Investments at 866-582-2777 or visit
our website at jhinvestments.com. Clients should read the prospectus
carefully before investing or sending money.

Helping your clients and their employees plan for their future is a
big responsibility.
We have been helping advisors like you create successful retirement plans for
their clients that:
• Help reduce the risk associated with plan administration through SMARTSyncSM
—an intelligent analytics program that identifies potential administrative and
compliance issues through real-time monitoring of plan data.
• Make retirement administration easy to manage thanks to our integrated and
automated solutions that alert your clients when they need to take action.
• Keep our interests aligned with yours – and your clients through a variety of
investment platforms including an open fund architecture platform with no
proprietary fund requirements.1

Map out a path toward retirement
success—with ADP.

TAKe THe FiRST STep To ReTiReMenT SucceSS
Contact our Financial Advisor Sales Support Desk
at 877-218-0415 for more information on our
retirement plan solution ADP ACCESS.
x

401(k) PLAN SOLUTIONS

ADPACCESS
Investment options are available through ADP Broker-Dealer, Inc., an affiliate of ADP, Inc., One ADP Blvd., Roseland, NJ; Member FINRA.
ADP, the ADP Logo, ADP ACCESS, and In the Business of Your Success are registered trademarks of ADP, Inc. All other trademarks and
service marks are the property of their respective owners. 99-1893-K2-0114

1 Open fund architecture investment platform is only available for plan with $1 million or more in plan
assets. Some restrictions may apply.
Investments in mutual funds and commingled funds (also known as collective trusts) involve risk. Some
investment products have more risk than others. For complete information about a particular fund or to
obtain a fund prospectus (or information statement, in the case of commingled funds), please contact
the Financial Advisor Help Desk at 877-218-0415. An investor should carefully consider an investment
option’s objectives, risks, charges and expenses before investing. The prospectus (or information
statement, as applicable) contains this and other important information about the investment option and
investment company. An investor should read the prospectus/information statement carefully before
making any investment decisions.
ADP, Inc. and its affiliates do not offer investment, financial, tax or legal advice or management
services. For its retirement plan recordkeeping customers, ADP agrees to act as a non-discretionary
recordkeeper performing ministerial functions at the direction of the plan sponsor and/or plan
administrator. Accordingly, ADP does not serve in a fiduciary capacity to any of the retirement plans for
which it provides recordkeeping services. ADP also does not serve as an investment advisor or manager
to any of the retirement plans for which it provides recordkeeping services. Nothing in these materials
is intended to be, nor should be construed as, advice or a recommendation for a particular situation or
plan. Please have your clients consult with their own advisors for such advice.
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Avoid hidden plan surprises
Choose wisely to reduce hidden risks
No two target date strategies are alike. Different glide
paths can lead to hidden risks. Our latest paper offers you
a road map to avoid certain target date pitfalls.

This concise, impactful paper explains:
How to ease losses right before retirement
Why a transparent process aids monitoring
How to reduce risk of style drift and more
■■

■■

■■

Wells Fargo Advantage Funds®

July 2013

Reducing the fiduciary risks of target date funds

By Wells Fargo Funds Management, LLC

Target date funds (TDFs) have grown in popularity since the 2006 Pension
Protection Act identified them as qualified default investment alternatives.
Now that TDFs have become one of the main ways that employees save for

Access our exclusive
white paper for institutional
sales professionals.

retirement, plan sponsors face a new level of regulatory scrutiny regarding their
fiduciary responsibilities. The importance of these new regulations was recently
underscored by the Department of Labor (DOL), which published a series of
guidelines designed to help plan sponsors fulfill their fiduciary duty in TDF
selection. We believe the Wells Fargo Advantage Dow Jones Target Date FundsSM
can help retirement plan participants and fiduciaries mitigate certain risks that
may be present in many target date offerings.
Key points:
Our glide path is designed to offer less market risk near the target date than many competitors,
helping to reduce the fiduciary risk of unacceptable losses just prior to retirement.
■■

■■

■■

■■

Benchmarked to published, rules-based indexes (Dow Jones Target Date Indexes), our TDF series
offers a well-defined, objective, and transparent investment process that helps simplify monitoring
and reviewing.

Get your copy of Reducing Fiduciary
Risks of Target Date Funds.

Passive exposure to underlying asset classes mitigates certain risks associated with active managers, such
as style drift, securities overlap, portfolio manager turnover, and individual manager underperformance.
We believe the Wells Fargo Advantage Dow Jones Target Date Funds are a sound choice that can
help plan participants reach their retirement goals while also helping plan sponsors meet their
fiduciary responsibilities.

FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR USE ONLY  NOT FOR USE WITH THE RETAIL PUBLIC

Call 1-800-233-8930 or visit
wellsfargoadvantagefunds.com/td

The target date represents the year in which investors may likely begin withdrawing assets. The funds gradually seek to reduce market risk as
the target date approaches and after it arrives by decreasing equity exposure and increasing fixed-income exposure. The principal value is not
guaranteed at any time, including at the target date.
Stock values fluctuate in response to the activities of individual companies and general market and economic conditions. Bond values fluctuate in
response to the financial condition of individual issuers, general market and economic conditions, and changes in interest rates. In general, when
interest rates rise, bond values fall and investors may lose principal value. The use of derivatives may reduce returns and/or increase volatility.
Certain investment strategies tend to increase the total risk of an investment (relative to the broader market). These funds are exposed to active
trading risk, foreign investment risk, mortgage- and asset-backed securities risk, smaller company investment risk, and allocation methodology
risk (risk that the allocation methodology of the Dow Jones Target Date Indexes, whose total returns the funds seek to approximate, before fees
and expenses, will not meet an investor’s goals). Consult the funds’ prospectus for additional information on these and other risks.
”Dow Jones®” and “Dow Jones Target Date IndexesSM” are service marks of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (Dow Jones); have been licensed
to CME Group Index Services LLC (CME Indexes); and have been sublicensed for use for certain purposes by Global Index Advisors, Inc., and
Wells Fargo Funds Management, LLC. The Wells Fargo Advantage Dow Jones Target Date FundsSM, based on the Dow Jones Target Date Indexes,
are not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by Dow Jones, CME Indexes, or their respective affiliates, and none of them makes any
representation regarding the advisability of investing in such product(s).
Carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. For a current prospectus and, if available, a
summary prospectus, containing this and other information, visit wellsfargoadvantagefunds.com. Read it carefully before investing.
The funds are distributed by Wells Fargo Funds Distributor, LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC, an affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. 222808 02-14
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For over 150 years
Lazard has been providing
sound financial advice to clients worldwide.
With 17 offices globally
Lazard’s investment expertise
spans the globe and includes Equities,
Fixed Income, and Alternative investments.

Markets can be unpredictable. Since 1955, millions of investors
have relied on Federated’s experience to navigate challenging
environments. Our stability and diligent approach have
helped us to provide the investment solutions investors have
come to expect from one of the nation’s largest investment managers.

stability
ederatdiligent
ed approach
investment solutions

ederated
1-800-341-7400 FederatedInvestors.com
Federated is a registered mark of Federated Investors, Inc.

www.lazardnet.com

2014 ©Federated Investors, Inc.

Differentiating Target Date Due Diligence Analysis
Key Considerations for Enhancing Your Qualitative Analysis
Target date fund due diligence is undeniably
complex, but it doesn’t have to be
overwhelming. Quantitative information is
readily available, but what should you be
reviewing from a qualitative perspective?

Transparency of
the Portfolio Structure

Manning & Napier recognizes the importance
of qualitative analysis as a part of the
Retirement Plan Advisory Group target date
fund evaluation. For additional support, we
invite you to read our white paper or request
one of our available reports so we can help
you simplify your process today.

Potential
Over-diversification

Portfolio Management
Coordination

Active Share
Management Experience
and Track Record

To read the white paper visit manning-napier.com/raisethebar.

For more information about any of the Manning & Napier Fund, Inc. Series, you
may obtain a prospectus at www.manning-napier.com or by calling (800) 466-3863.
Before investing, carefully consider the objectives, risks, charges and expenses
of the investment and read the prospectus carefully as it contains this and other
information about the investment company.
Manning & Napier’s target date offerings include mutual funds (Manning & Napier
Fund, Inc. Target Series) and affiliate collective investment trust (CIT) funds
(Manning & Napier Retirement Target CIT Funds).
Because target date funds invest in both stocks and bonds, the value of your
investment will fluctuate in response to stock market movements and changes
in interest rates. Investing in target date funds will also involve a number of other
risks, including issuer-specific risk, foreign investment risk, and small-cap/mid-cap
risk as the underlying investments change over time. Additionally, some target date
funds invest in other funds and therefore, may have additional risks associated with
the underlying funds. Principal value is not guaranteed at any time, including at the
target date (the approximate year when an investor plans to stop contributions and
start periodic withdrawals).
Manning & Napier Advisors, LLC (Manning & Napier) provides investment advisory
services to Exeter Trust Company (ETC), Trustee of the Manning & Napier
Collective Investment Trust funds. The Collectives are available only for use within
certain qualified employee benefit plans. The Manning & Napier Fund, Inc. is
managed by Manning & Napier. Manning & Napier Investor Services, Inc., an
affiliate of Manning & Napier and ETC, is the distributor of the Fund shares.

Approved FUNDCIT-INSTL-MM002 (1/14)

FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR USE ONLY - NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
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Inside our
glide path is
another great
glide path.
AMERICAN FUNDS TARGET DATE RETIREMENT SERIES®*

Our intelligent allocation has a proven record
of delivering risk-managed, higher returns.
Like all fund managers, American Funds seeks lower volatility as our Target Date Fund
vintages mature. But that’s where the similarity ends. We believe achieving retirement
plan objectives requires a more sophisticated approach. Our dynamic equity management
gradually moves from growth to dividend-focused equities, contributing to a historically
lower-volatility, higher-return glide path within a glide path — helping to address both
market and longevity risk.
As the American Funds Target Date Retirement Series ® demonstrates, our strategy
has clear advantages.
• Proven results: We have a history of above-average results with lower volatility.1
• Exceptional underlying funds: They have beaten their respective Lipper peer indexes
in 93% of rolling 10-year periods.2

An inside view of the equity sleeve
Dynamic Equity vs. Static Equity

Our dynamic equity
management gradually
increases allocations
to historically higher
yielding equity funds.
This secondary glide path,
shown above, increases
income potential while
seeking to lower volatility.

A typical static approach
employs a single glide path,
replacing equity with a
relatively constant mix of
growth and income through
retirement. This simplistic
approach can miss the
opportunity to create low
volatility income and may put
retirement objectives at risk.

American Funds Target Date Retirement Series®

• A commitment to low fees: We strive to deliver superior results and service at a
competitive cost.
• Lifetime investment needs: Crafted to address participants’ long-term goals of
appreciation, income and preservation.
With clear differences among target date funds, the Department of Labor
suggests plan fiduciaries periodically review whether plan options are keeping
up with plan objectives. And when you do, consider the proven track record of
success with American Funds’ dynamic equity management.

CONTACT US TO START THE CONVERSATION TODAY
americanfunds.com/targetdatefunds • (800) 421-9900, ext. 3
Investments are not FDIC-insured, nor are they deposits of or guaranteed by a bank or any other entity, so they may lose value.
Investors should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This and other important information is contained in the fund
prospectuses and summary prospectuses, which can be obtained from a financial professional and should be read carefully before investing.
*American Funds investment professionals actively manage each target date fund’s portfolio, moving it from a more growth-oriented approach to a more
income-oriented focus as the fund nears its target date (the year in which an investor is assumed to retire and begin taking withdrawals), and continue to manage
each fund for 30 years after it reaches its target date. Although the target date funds are managed for investors on a projected retirement date time frame, the
funds’ allocation approach does not guarantee that investors’ retirement goals will be met.
1. Relative to their Morningstar indexes since the series launched in 2007; data ending March 31, 2013. 2. Based on Class R-6 share results for rolling periods
through December 31, 2012. Periods covered are the shorter of the fund’s lifetime or since the comparable Lipper index inception date.
We offer a range of share classes designed to meet the needs of retirement plan sponsors and participants. The different share classes incorporate varying
levels of advisor compensation and service provider payments.
© 2013 American Funds Distributors, Inc.
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Written By: American Funds

Rediscover Time as a
Valuable Asset for Improving
Participant Outcomes
One of a plan sponsor’s most difficult fiduciary duties is selecting and monitoring
plan investments. While sponsors should compare their plan’s investments at
least once a year with appropriate benchmarks and peer investments over a series
of different time horizons, the key question remains: How long should those time
horizons be to ensure that the resulting decisions are prudent? One year? Three
years? Five years? 10 years? More?
American Funds addresses this fundamental
fiduciary question in a new white paper, The
Value of Time in 401(k) Plans.
With an objective of improving plan
participant outcomes, this white paper
explores the importance of emphasizing the
long term — which researchers often define
as a period of time that covers several
complete market cycles — demonstrating
how investments respond to market stress
and movement.
This is an important principle because even
the best managed 10-year, top-quartile
mutual funds can lag their respective
indexes and peers over three or even five
years, yet outpace them over longer time
periods.
Investment
consulting
firm
DiMeo
Schneider arrived at this conclusion in its
2012 update of The Next Chapter in the
Active versus Passive Debate. The firm
found that 90% of 10-year, top-quartile
funds (by asset category) were in the
bottom half of their peer groups during at
least one three-year period. Further, 63%
of 10-year, top-quartile funds were in the
bottom half for a five-year period.
For this reason, DiMeo Schneider concludes
that a rigid investment policy requiring
removal of investments that underperform
over three or even five years must be
avoided. This is because following such a
rigid rule “leads to a cycle of failure.”
“The risk,” says American Funds Senior
Defined Contribution Specialist Toni Brown,

“is that by basing plan investment decisions
on short-term results, plan participants are
often penalized. They are forced, as part
of the exchange, to sell low (the dropped
investment) and buy high (the added
investment), which can undermine even
those long-term participants attempting to
invest soundly.”
In fact, researchers Amit Goyal and Sunil
Wahal were able to quantify that participant
penalty.
In a 2008 Journal of Finance article, “The
Selection and Termination of Investment
Management Firms by Plan Sponsors,”
Goyal and Wahal presented their findings
after analyzing 412 mutual fund firing
and hiring decisions made between
1994 and 2003 and based solely on
investment performance. They found that
plan participants lost 103 basis points of
cumulative potential value (not including
trading costs) in the three years after the
fire/hire decisions had been made.
This was largely because sponsors were
attracted to investments that, prior to their
selection, had outperformed the incumbent
investments. However, the researchers
found that after replacement investments
were added to the plan menu, they reverted
to their mean and failed to deliver the
positive excess returns sponsors expected.
In spite of abundant evidence to the
contrary, many sponsors — especially
those with small- to mid-size plans —
continue to base plan investment decisions
on short-term data.

“Helping them recognize the value of
considering longer time frames — rolling
10- or, at least, 5-year periods — may
not be an easy conversation to have,”
adds American Funds Senior Defined
Contribution Specialist John Doyle, “but it’s
well worth the effort when you look at the
far-reaching implications it can have on
participant outcomes.”
Prepare to help plan sponsors answer
key questions
Whenever a plan investment lags its
benchmarks, American Funds suggests
that you be prepared to answer key
questions, including:
• Are the disappointing results just part of
an inevitable short-term lag? Or, have
flaws been exposed in the management
team or process?
• Are those results consistent with the manager’s process, investment constraints or
management style?
• Does the manager still have a competitive advantage?
• Has the manager gone through critical
organizational changes that may be impacting results?
• Are the conditions that delivered success
in the past still intact? Or has there been
a fundamental change that could reduce
the effectiveness of the fund strategy?
American Funds believes that by
anticipating sponsor questions in this way
you can better differentiate yourself as a
trusted retirement plan advisor. Even more
important, you’ll be assisting sponsors in
fulfilling their plan’s objective of helping
their employees pursue their retirement
savings goals.
To receive a copy of the white paper or for more information about
American Funds investments or retirement plan solutions, call (800)
421-9900, ext. 3.
Investments are not FDIC-insured, nor are they deposits of or guaranteed
by a bank or any other entity, so they may lose value.
Investors should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses. This and other important information is contained in the
fund prospectuses and summary prospectuses, which can be obtained
from a financial professional and should be read carefully before
investing. Past results are not predictive of results in future periods.
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At Columbia Management,
reaching our performance
goals matters, and how
we reach them matters
just as much.

Backed by more than 100 years of experience, Columbia Management
is one of the nation’s largest asset managers. At the heart of our
success and, most importantly, that of our investors, are some of
the most talented professionals in the industry, brought together by
a unique way of working.
Securities products offered through Columbia Management Investment Distributors, Inc.,
member FINRA. Advisory services provided by Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC.
© 2013 Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC. All rights reserved.
CM-MK/247374 A (03/13) 3763/153204

I V Y FU N D S Accountability & Collaboration

Our Ideas Stand Up To
Scrutiny—Every Morning.

I V Y F U N D S .C O M
SM

FA C EB O O K .C O M / I V Y F U N D S

At Ivy Funds, each day begins with the Morning Meeting:
a roundtable where portfolio managers and analysts review
news from every corner of the global economy. A process
we started decades ago, it stresses group collaboration to create
our best thinking—and accountability for those tasked with
implementing it.
Through bull and bear markets, we’ve followed a time-tested
investment process, marked by rigorous debate, hands-on
research and a proven cross-disciplinary approach. Because we
never forget it’s our clients’ money we’re managing.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate, and it is possible to lose money by investing.
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of a fund carefully before investing. For a prospectus containing this and
other information for the Ivy Funds, call your financial advisor or visit us online at www.ivyfunds.com. Please read the prospectus or summary
prospectus carefully before investing. I V Y F U N D S D I S T R I B U T O R , I N C . 18 6 8 9 ( 01/ 14)
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22,000 companies,
over 15M participants*.
More than

We have your back.
You’re always looking for an edge to help you build, grow, and retain
your retirement business. And with one of the largest composites
of defined contribution data behind you, you’ll be able to bring
simple, valuable insights to clients and prospects. Find out what
our Advisor Advantage Program can do for you.

Call a Fidelity Representative at
800.684.5254 today, or stop by
our table at the RPAG Conference.

*“Personal Investing and Workplace Investing”, September 30, 2013
For investment professional use only.
Approved for use in Advisor and 401(k) markets.
The Fidelity Investments and pyramid design logo is a registered service mark of FMR LLC.
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917
675712.1.0
© 2014 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.
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Written By: John F. Sweeney, Executive Vice President, Retirement and
Investing Strategies for Personal Investing, Fidelity Investments

Changes Are Needed to
Improve Retirement Outcomes
New Fidelity Study Finds More than Half
of Working Americans at Risk
Despite positive market returns in the last few years, many Americans are at risk of
retiring without enough savings to cover even their most basic expenses, including
housing, health care, and food. In fact, according to Fidelity’s new Retirement
Preparedness Measure (RPM), 55% of the nation’s pre-retirees are ill-prepared to meet
their financial needs in retirement.
The RPM—based on data from more
than 2,200 households surveyed as part
of Fidelity’s latest Retirement Savings
Assessment (RSA)—appears to paint a grim
picture of America’s retirement readiness.
The following brief outlines the results of the
survey, including a generational view that
shows the outlook for some is positive.

Innovative measure assesses
overall readiness
Fidelity’s analysis places survey respondents within four color-coded categories,
each linked to a numeric range (the higher
the score, the better).
• Dark Green: Very Good or Better (95
or over). Even in a down market1, these
households are on track to cover 95% or
more of total estimated expenses. 33% of
those surveyed fell into this category.

The median score for survey respondents
was a 74. A good readiness score is at
least 80 and a 95 or above is very good or
comfortable. This indicates that millions of
working Americans won’t be able to cover
even essential expenses in retirement in
a down market. These Americans fall into
the yellow zone, meaning they are likely
to have to make at least modest lifestyle
adjustments in retirement.

Generational Views Provide
Additional Insight and Cause
for Concern
A look at the analysis by generation reveals
that the median Baby Boomer (born 1946–
1964) is on track to reach 81% of their goal,

• Green: Good (80–95). On track to
cover at least essential expenses, but not
discretionary expenses such as travel and
entertainment. 12% of those surveyed fell
into this category.
• Yellow: Fair (65–80). Not on track to
sufficiently cover all essential retirement
expenses in a down market, and modest
adjustments to their planned lifestyle are
likely. 14% of those surveyed fell into this
category.
• Red: Poor (less than 65). Not on track to
sufficiently cover all essential retirement
expenses in a down market, with significant
adjustments to their planned lifestyle likely.
41% of those surveyed fell into this category.
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placing them in the light green zone. While
Baby Boomers entering retirement over the
next 5–10 years are in fairly good shape
to cover at least essential expenses, this
generation has less time and fewer options
to make up any potential shortfall to cover all
of their estimated discretionary expenses.
The median members of Generation X (born
1965–1977) are at 71% of their goals, placing
them in the yellow zone while the median
Generation Y (born 1978–1988) respondent
falls in the red zone, on pace to meet just
62% of their retirement savings goals.
Without significant correction, Generation
Y can expect to have to make significant
lifestyle changes when they retire.

F E AT U R E A R T I C L E

Income shortfall likely for many in
retirement
The largest hurdle to retirement readiness
is insufficient savings in retirement savings
plans. Fidelity recommends a total savings
rate (which assumes employer and
employee contributions) of at least 10%–
15% of annual income to fund retirement
adequately, yet many individuals miss this
mark, often significantly. The problem is
most acute among the youngest generation:
60% of Generation Y survey respondents
are saving in total less than 8% annually for
retirement. That figure includes employee
contributions to workplace plans, employer
contributions, and individual contributions
to personal retirement accounts.
Another challenge to retirement readiness
relates to expectations of retirement age
and health. While there has been gradual
acceptance in America of the need to work
longer—life expectancies are increasing
and the full Social Security retirement
benefit may not be available for some
until age 67—the average retirement age

goal of survey respondents is 65. We must
help investors extend their expectations
regarding retirement age; doing so will
increase their retirement preparedness.
We must also help them realize that health
concerns may force an earlier-than-planned
retirement, emphasizing the need to save
early and at higher levels.

Moving forward
Clearly, much more needs to be done to
improve the state of retirement readiness
in America. Although not everyone will be
able to land in the coveted dark green zone,
participants who understand the importance
of setting appropriate retirement goals and
who learn what actions to take to reach them
will greatly improve their prospects to cover
the total estimated retirement expenses.
Fidelity believes that by working with you,
we can provide the education and guidance
investors need to prepare themselves
properly for retirement. By encouraging
the use of higher default savings rates
and promoting auto-solutions, we can help

sponsors design plans that foster healthy
savings habits. For more information on
Fidelity’s RSA or any other matter related to
retirement readiness, please contact your
Fidelity representative.
Disclosures
Guarantees apply to certain insurance and annuity products (not
securities, variable, or investment advisory products) and are subject
to product terms, exclusions and limitations and the insurer’s claimspaying ability and financial strength.
1Fidelity uses a down market for planning projections based on Monte
Carlo simulations and its asset liability model. Down market indicates
that in 10% of market simulations the market would be worse, and in
90% of simulations the market would perform better. Using down
markets as a planning measure leads to conservative results. Using a
lower confidence level would improve results, but increase the risk that
investors would fall short of projections.
2Not all steps will be possible or appropriate for everyone. However, they
are solid starting points to help people determine what’s right for their
particular situation.
For Plan Sponsor and investment professional use only. Not for use with
plan participants.
Diversification/asset allocation does not ensure a profit or guarantee
against loss.
Investing involves risk including the risk of loss.
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem
Street, Smithfield, RI 02917
Fidelity Investments Institutional Services Company, Inc., 500 Salem St.,
Smithfield, RI 02917
© 2013 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.

Defined Contribution Investment Only
Investment strategies and valuable
insights from a retirement leader to
help build better plans and improve
retirement readiness

Stop by our table at the RPAG Spring
Summits or visit advisor.fidelity.com/dcio

Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • No Bank Guarantee
Not NCUA or NCUSIF insured. May lose value. No credit union guarantee.
For
or Investment Professionals and Institutional Investors.
nvestors.

Before investing, have your client consider the funds’ investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. Contact Fidelity
for a prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this information. Have your client read it carefully.
FIDELITY INVESTMENTS INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES COMPANY, INC., 500 SALEM STREET, SMITHFIELD, RI 02917
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We’ll focus on the retirement plan
so you can focus on your clients
•
•
•

Low costs.
Exceptional service.
A trusted provider.

Vanguard Retirement Plan Access™
Call 888-684-401k or visit
institutional.vanguard.com
for more information.

© 2014 The Vanguard Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Successful investing requires both strategy
and execution. At Pioneer Investments we’ve
been doing both since 1928.

For more information, please contact our retirement team at 888-743-4847.
For Broker/Dealer Use Only. Not For Use With the Public.
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For more information visit us at
www.emeraldmutualfunds.com
or call: 866-909-8084

)1)6%0(1989%0*92(7

(6-:)2&=6)7%6',

Emerald Proudly Supports

Retirement Plan Advisory Group
2014 Spring Summits

Managing money since 1992, Emerald is a multi-billion dollar institutionally-focused asset management firm headquartered in Leola, Pennsylvania. Through Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution plans, Emerald has been managing client
funds for:
 Corporations
 The Emerald Growth Fund is available on recordkeeping platforms
 Public and Private Pension Funds
across the DCIO marketplace for individual investor 401k plans.
 Endowments and Foundations
 Taft Hartley
Our unique fundamental investment process is geared to finding ‘pockets of growth’ regardless of the market environment.
Since the beginning we have persisted with our fundamental investment approach utilizing a 10-step research process generating approximately 2,000 company visits a year, targeting the best perceived early-stage growth companies.
You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing.
A prospectus with this and other information about the Fund may be obtained by calling 855-828-9909 or by downloading one at
www.emeraldmutualfunds.com. It should be read carefully before investing. There are risks involved with investing, including loss of principal.
Past performance does not guarantee future results, share prices will fluctuate and you may have a gain or loss when you redeem shares. Investing in smaller companies generally will present greater investment risks, including: greater price volatility, greater sensitivity to changing
economic conditions and less liquidity than the securities of larger, more mature companies.

WE ARE
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT
FOR INVESTMENT
MANAGERS
®

MFS.COM
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HONG KONG
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LONDON
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MEXICO CITY
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New York Life Retirement Plan Services

Stability. Strength. Leadership.

DEFINED BENEFIT

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION

EXECUTIVE BENEFIT

TAFT-HARTLEY

NOT-FOR-PROFIT

The Best Kept Secret in Stable Value.
You know us as a full service retirement plan provider, but for more than 30 years we have been a committed leader
in the stable value marketplace. We offer general account, separate account, and collective investment products
to fit every size and type of retirement plan. Our deep commitment to the DCIO market makes us easy to find and
easy to use. In a consolidating market, we’ve increased our sales team and continue to develop new stable value
products — all backed by the stability, strength, and leadership of New York Life Insurance Company.
As a company, we focus exclusively on retirement plans, providing products and services to meet the needs of
advisors, sponsors, and participants. We are a consultative leader in the industry, and look forward to supporting
you as you assess available stable value options.

New York Life Stable Value Assets
Under Management (in billions)

$24.1
$21.7

$17.4

$9.5

2007

$10.8

$11.4

2008

2009

$12.7

To learn more about our stable value
solutions please contact:
Kevin T. Mansfield
National Sales Manager, Stable Value
Kevin_Mansfield@newyorklife.com
973.830.7983
For more information about our
bundled retirement plan solutions
please call 855.695.7771

2010

2011

2012

New York Life Retirement Plan Services 12/31/2013

2013

Individual third party ratings as of
August 29, 2013: Moody’s (Aaa), A.M.
Best (A++), Fitch (AAA), and S&P (AA+).

New York Life Retirement Plan Services
690 Canton Street, Westwood, MA 02090
newyorkliferetirementplans.com
New York Life Retirement Plan Services is a division of New York Life Investment Management LLC,
a subsidiary of New York Life Insurance Company, New York, New York.
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Written By: New York life

A Stable Value Conversation
with RPAG and 401(k) Advisors
Over 80 percent of current 401(k) Advisors clients offer Stable Value to their
retirement plan participants and it may represent as much as a quarter of plan
assets. New York Life Retirement Plan Services recently spoke with Jeff Elvander,
CFA, Chief Investment Officer of RPAG and Dave Rinehart, CFA, Plan Consultant,
401(k) Advisors to get their thoughts on how to best identify and position stable
value options with retirement plan sponsors.
NYL: Is evaluating stable value part of
your due diligence when choosing a
plan’s investment lineup and do you
feel stable value is a relevant alternative
to other principal preservation asset
classes such as money market funds?
JE: “We are huge advocates of stable value,
so we think stable value should be the first
capital preservation consideration for a
plan, and we almost view all other options
for a qualified plan as alternatives to stable
value. In looking at retirement plans as long
term accumulation vehicles, the design of
stable value products makes a lot of sense
in terms of capital preservation, but as it’s
a longer duration structure you are actually
earning a rate of return, or something a
little more meaningful than an overnight
cash rate”
DR: “It definitely is. I would say it’s an annual
discussion with plan sponsors where we
generally do a deep dive that includes a
review of product specifics as well as an
overview of the overall asset class. The
majority of our clients have stable value
and we as consultants go that extra mile to
make sure they are educated.”
NYL: When selecting investments in an
open-architecture environment what are
the key characteristics you look for in a
stable value provider and their products?
JE: “It starts as a review at the organization
and firm level. We look at their depth,
breadth, and experience in the product
or business to understand track record or
performance. It starts there and then our

due diligence revolves around the strategy,
credit ratings, credit quality, portfolio
statistics, duration, sector breakdown, and
other metrics to understand the portfolio.
So we really look at both the quantitative
and the qualitative aspects and try to mesh
them to have one story in order to get plan
sponsors comfortable.”
DR: “In general our view is stable value is an
efficient asset class and if you are getting
higher crediting rates you are getting it
either through more risk or more duration.
So we look at crediting ratings, credit
quality, the underlying portfolio, specific
money managers, and fund structure as far
as a put or other restrictions.”
NYL: How do you use stable value in
conversations with prospective clients?
JE: “It’s always a conversation point for any
of our prospects, and certainly if they have
money market funds or something similar.
It’s something that we speak to in prospect
meetings because it is one of the more sophisticated, complex, investment options,
with many moving parts, so it works well to
show off advisor expertise. It’s one of the arrows in an advisor’s quiver that the advisor
should be well armed with.”
DR: “What we make an opener is more
high level, it’s more about being a fiduciary
and what is required for that. That includes
stable value, as you can’t just carve that
out, so often the conversation may evolve
to focus on stable value. It’s certainly in
our wheelhouse, so when stable value is at
the forefront we have the ability to discuss

it. Some committees have a much higher
demand for yield than others, but if a plan
sponsor is looking at us for guidance, our
philosophy is going to be stable value is
meant to be more conservative, take the
conservative route and avoid surprises.”
NYL: What are your thoughts on New
York Life’s stable value capabilities?
JE: “We certainly have clients that are in
your stable value products right now and
there is a reason why New York Life has
consistently been included in most of our
stable value searches. The reality is your
organization is deep and well experienced
in that space, you have done a great job
and we feel you are committed to this space
going forward.”
New York Life offers general account
contracts, separate account contracts, and
collective investment trusts to fit defined
contribution, defined benefit, executive
benefit, and not-for-profit plans. To learn
more about our stable value solutions, please
contact your New York Life sales director or
visit stablevalueinvestments.com.
Disclosures
New York Life Retirement Plan Services is a division of New York Life
Investment Management LLC
New York Life Retirement Plan Services (New York Life) ERISA
Consultants and other industry practice group employees are paid
incentive compensation for bringing your retirement plan business to
New York Life and for marketing proprietary investments/insurance
products to your plan. ERISA Consultants perform a sales function
for New York Life; they do not provide impartial investment advice, are
not qualified to provide legal or tax advice, and do not act in a fiduciary
capacity with respect to your plan. Information provided by New York Life
is not a substitute for consultation with your legal counsel, investment
adviser or tax adviser. New York Life does not provide legal, investment
or tax advice.
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TEAMWORK

As a pioneer of multi-manager strategies, American Beacon is committed to partnering with those
we judge to be “the best of the best.” Using our innovative manager-of-managers’ approach,
we’ve been able to deliver timely investment opportunities while pursuing consistent results
for those who’ve entrusted us with their assets.

Why we stand apart
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Manager-of-managers approach



Ongoing due diligence



Style purity



Fiduciary perspective



Competitive pricing



Strong long-term track record
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Visit americanbeaconfunds.com
or call 800-967-9009 today.
4151 Amon Carter Blvd., MD 2450
Fort Worth, TX 76155
© 2013 American Beacon Advisors, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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You have a vision
for your clients’ retirement plans.

we can
help you
reach it.

retirement plan services
deferred compensation and executive benefits

www.newportgroup.com
Follow us on:

Benchmarking on the go with Invesco.
The Invesco DC PlanAnalyzer app for iPad® gives you
retirement plan benchmarking data and analysis — on the go.
• Access benchmarking data across more than 40 industries
and five plan sizes
• Customize reporting with benchmarking information in
11 different categories
• Instantly change your search with our simple user interface —
no need to re-enter parameters
• Save often-used reports to your briefcase
• Customize saved reports with an easy-to-remember name
• Email a chart of your results and multiple reports directly
from the app
• Print reports directly from the app
Download the app
iPad users, scan the QR code to download
the free Invesco DC PlanAnalyzer app.
Or, visit the App StoreSM from your iPad
and search for “PlanAnalyzer.”

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
invesco.com/us

Invesco Distributors, Inc.
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Written By: BlackRock

Building the Decision
Framework
Point of view with Marcia S. Wagner, Esq.
Managing Director, The Wagner Law Group
Target date funds (TDFs) have become increasingly popular in defined contribution
plans. Among the reasons for the widespread interest is that they can offer, in
one single investment product, an asset allocation strategy that becomes more
conservative as participants approach the target date.
To participants, this approach may
appear simple. But, to sponsors, it can
be a challenge to evaluate and select the
appropriate glidepath which is most closely
aligned to participant and plan objectives.
As applied to TDF selection, we believe
they should consider using an objective
process for obtaining information about the
TDF that enables them to not only evaluate
its historical performance and fees, but also
to give appropriate consideration to the
role the TDF and its underlying investments
might play in the plan’s portfolio.
The Department of Labor (“DOL”) expects
plan sponsors to understand the key
features of a TDF, such as its glidepath, the
strategies on which they are based, and the
risks they present.
Since sponsors may lack expertise with
TDFs and have exposure to liability for
investment losses, advisors can play a
key role in helping sponsors perform the
necessary review.
Here is how advisors can do that:

1. Select the approach: determine
the objective
We believe the fund’s objective is a
fundamental component when making
the TDF selection. It is the objective, not
the glidepath after retirement, that begins
to provide the answers plan sponsors
need when selecting a fund. There are
three primary objectives that depict, in
general terms, the spectrum of TDF series
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objectives available: wealth maximization,
stable income, and capital preservation.

2. Put the objective in action: select
the glidepath and asset allocation
Both the TDF’s glidepath and asset
allocation should be consistent with the
selected objective.
Advisors should be familiar with the level of
equity exposure at the fund’s starting point
(with the highest growth potential and greater
risk and volatility), at the target date, and at
the point where the glidepath becomes most
conservative (with the highest percentage of
investments in fixed income).
Moreover, advisors may want to understand
the rate at which the level of equities
declines, as well as the rate in which fixed
income investments increase within the
glidepath so that they can understand the
level of growth and inflation-protection the
fund may offer throughout participants’
careers.
For example, an appropriate choice for a
plan where participants gradually draw
down account balances over a period
of years (and want to support inflationadjusted spending after retirement), may
be a glidepath with a high allocation to
equities from the landing point and/or target
date “through” the end of participants’ lives.
On the other hand, a more appropriate
choice for a plan whose participants have
shown a pattern of withdrawal when they
retire can be a glidepath that focuses on

Retirement Plan Advisory Group

balance protection with less volatility, with
the most conservative investment allocation
at or near retirement.

3. Assess the TDF: review
the investment strategy and
implementation
The DOL expects plans sponsors to
understand the TDF’s investment strategy
reflected by, among other things, the asset
classes selected to achieve diversification.
For example, a sponsor should know if
asset classes other than equity and fixed
income securities, such as real estate, are
represented.
In addition, plan sponsors are expected to
understand the manner in which the TDFs
are delivered, in other words, whether the
underlying investments are actively or
passively managed, and whether they are
strategically or tactically managed.
They should also assess the type of
underlying investments, e.g., mutual
funds, ETFs, collective trusts or separately
managed accounts, and how those
investments may impact expense ratios.

4. Develop a roadmap: Use a robust
Investment Policy Statement to
guide the decisions
The Investment Policy Statement (IPS) is a
written statement that the DOL recommends
plan sponsors use to help monitor and guide
their investment management decisions.
It’s a common best practice for fiduciaries
to conduct periodic investment reviews
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Expertise combined with technology is what sets us apart from other service providers. Our high-touch service
and deep industry knowledge are why 98% of our clients say they are willing to recommend us*.
Contact us today at bmoretirementservices.com or 1-866-418-9339.
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*2013 Defined Contribution Survey by PLANSPONSOR® magazine.
BMO Retirement Services is a part of BMO Global Asset Management.
BMO Retirement Services is a part of BMO Global Asset Management and a division of the BMO Harris Bank N.A., offering products and services through various
affiliates of BMO Financial Group. Investment products are: NOT FDIC INSURED — NO BANK GUARANTEE — MAY LOSE VALUE. © 2014 BMO Financial Corp.

in accordance with IPS guidelines and to
document them in writing. Without those
reviews, investment decisions may fail to
meet the prudence standard required of
fiduciaries.
When working with a plan sponsor on
investment menu selection or changes,
we suggest advisors help ensure that
decisions are made in accordance with

the IPS. If an existing IPS does not already
include guidelines regarding TDFs, an
advisor can add value by assisting the
plan sponsor in developing selection and
monitoring criteria for TDFs that are aligned
with the plan and its participants.
The monitoring criteria can include the TDF
evaluation considerations as well as the
types of investments in underlying funds,

among other factors. (It’s important to
assess underlying investments to ensure
that there are no conflicts of interest for
which the plan fiduciary could be held
responsible).
We believe when it comes to choosing
a TDF, one size definitely does not fit all.
Advisors can provide a valuable service
to plan sponsors by helping them develop
guidelines for the plan’s objectives and
to align TDF selection with a glidepath,
appropriate asset allocation, and an
implementation strategy to help achieve
those objectives.
This article first appeared in the November 25th edition of DC Edge www.
blackrock.com/dcedge.
The Wagner Law Group prepared this article. BlackRock does not
represent that the information is accurate and complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. The article is intended for general informational
purposes only, and it does not constitute legal, tax or investment advice
on the part of The Wagner Law Group or BlackRock. BlackRock is not
affiliated with The Wagner Law Group. Prospective changes in applicable
law or regulatory guidance under ERISA may affect the information
presented in the article, and legal counsel should be consulted
concerning the impact of any such changes.
BlackRock is a registered trademark of BlackRock, Inc. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
DC-0604 / 11-13
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Our Mission
At Diamond Hill, we serve our clients by providing investment strategies that deliver lasting value through a shared
commitment to our intrinsic value-based investment philosophy, long-term perspective, disciplined approach
and alignment with our clients’ interests.
VALUE

LONG-TERM

We believe market price and intrinsic value are independent
in the short-term but tend to converge over time.
DISCIPLINE

We maintain a long-term focus both in investment analysis
and management of our business.
PARTNERSHIP

We invest with discipline to increase potential return and
protect capital.

We align our interests with those of our clients through
significant personal investment in our strategies.

DIAMOND-HILL.COM | 614.255.3333 | 325 JOHN H. MCCONNELL BLVD | SUITE 200 | COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

LOOKING TO TAKE YOUR

business

to THE NEXT LEVEL?
PARTNER WITH A RETIREMENT LEADER
Today’s retirement plan marketplace offers advisors opportunity, but taking full advantage
requires partners you can rely on. At Franklin Templeton, we provide the capabilities of
a world-class investment manager, combined with specialized retirement expertise and
resources, including:
• Extensive Product Line with core funds available across key DC platforms.
• Dedicated Retirement Sales & Service Teams to assist advisors.
• Practice Management Resources to help advisors build their DC business.
To see how we might help you take your business to the next level, call 800-530-2432.

Investors should carefully consider a fund’s investment goals, risks, charges and expenses before investing.
To obtain a Franklin Templeton fund summary prospectus and/or prospectus that contains this and other
information, call 1-800-342-5236. Investors should read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc., One Franklin Parkway, San Mateo, CA 94403 © 2011 Franklin Templeton Investments. All rights reserved.
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Partnering with DC Advisors, Every Day
At Goldman Sachs Asset Management (GSAM), we partner with
institutions and their advisors every day to deliver thoughtful, dependable
solutions to help participants achieve financially secure retirements.

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
Delivers...
n

ENHANCEMENT to the advisor value prop

n

EXPERTISE in defined contribution and defined benefit plan asset management

n

DEEP RESOURCES and THOUGHT LEADERSHIP in portfolio construction,
risk management, stable value and qualified default investment options (QDIA)

n

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES on economics and investing

n

DEDICATED support for recordkeeping and brokerage platforms

Established in 1988, Goldman Sachs Asset Management is one of the world’s leading asset managers:
Ranked among the top 10 Defined
Contribution Investment Only providers1

Over $866.3 billion in
assets under supervision2

Over 1,900 professionals
based in 32 locations worldwide2

Learn more about how GSAM can partner with you. Contact us at (800) 559-9778.
1 P&I, GSAM; October 2013, Based on DCIO AUM. 2 September 30, 2013. Firmwide AUM includes assets managed by GSAM and its investment advisory affiliates. These materials
are provided solely on the basis that they will not constitute investment advisor and will not form a primary basis for any person’s or plan’s investment decisions, and Goldman Sachs
is not a fiduciary with respect to any person or plan by reason of providing the material or content herein. Plan fiduciaries should consider their own circumstances in assessing any
potential investment course of action. The material provided herein is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any
securities relating to any of the products referenced herein, notwithstanding that any such securities may be currently being offered to others. Confidentiality
Confidentiality: No part of this material
may, without GSAM’s prior written consent, be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any means, or (ii) distributed to any person that is not an employee, officer,
director, or authorized agent of the recipient.
© 2014 Goldman Sachs. All Rights Reserved. Date of first use: February 5, 2014. 90182.OTHER.TMPL/1/2013
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THE PEOPLE. THE PLANS.
WE KNOW YOU CARE ABOUT BOTH.
Your participants matter to you, so they matter to us. See how our award-winning tools, team support
and communications can help reach the goals your participants have for retirement. To learn more, call
your retirement plan professional or contact MassMutual at 1-866-444-2601, MassMutual.com/Retire

TOTAL RETIREMENT SERVICES + TPA + DEFINED CONTRIBUTION + DEFINED BENEFIT + NONQUALIFIED +
NONPROFIT + GOVERNMENT + TAFT-HARTLEY + STABLE VALUE + PEO + IRA

©2014 Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. MassMutual Financial Group refers to Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
&RPSDQ\ 0DVV0XWXDO >RIZKLFK5HWLUHPHQW6HUYLFHVLVDGLYLVLRQ@DQGLWVDIÀOLDWHGFRPSDQLHVDQGVDOHVUHSUHVHQWDWLYHV0XWXDO)XQG,QGXVWU\$ZDUGV
“Hall of Fame” selection announced 12/2/13 by Fund Industry Intelligence & Fund Director Intelligence (Euromoney Institutional Investor) for MassMutual’s
prior awards: Retirement Leader of the Year for industry leadership and excellence in retirement plan services, April 2012; Deal of the Year, April 2013;
Ad Campaign of the Year$SULO0DVV0XWXDOLVWKHRQO\ÀUPHYHUWRKDYHHDUQHGD+DOORI)DPHLQGXFWLRQLQMXVWWZR\HDUV56
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Written By: Elaine Sarsynski, Executive Vice President, MassMutual’s
Retirement Services Division and Chairman, MassMutual International LLC

Differentiate Yourself
with Data
How Success for Retirement Plans and
Participants Leads to Success for Advisors
Target date funds (TDFs) have become increasingly popular in defined contribution
plans. Among the reasons for the widespread interest is that they can offer, in
one single investment product, an asset allocation strategy that becomes more
conservative as participants approach the target date.
At MassMutual, our mission is to help ensure that every American is well positioned
to retire on his or her own terms. While we
believe this is a common goal for our entire
nation, we have leveraged some interesting
research to demonstrate very compelling
reasons why retirement plan advisors can
be more successful by helping plan sponsors and participants achieve their own retirement plan goals.
While many providers talk about plan
health, at MassMutual, we believe the proof
is in the data. When an advisor is struggling to differentiate, having the metrics that
prove your efforts have helped drive better
outcomes is not just valuable in the sales
process, but also helps you demonstrate
your value to current clients, thus helping
you retain more business.
Staying profitable is more challenging than
ever and companies must look at their financials from every possible angle. MassMutual’s data supports the notion that it’s
more than just a moral and ethical obligation to help Americans retire successfully. It
also demonstrates why helping participants
achieve adequate retirement income by
their normal retirement date can dramatically influence a company’s ability to compete – and puts you, the advisor, in a great
position to help them.
Fortunately, doing what’s best for participants is perfectly aligned with what’s good
for a company’s long-term success. Americans want to retire on their own terms—and

companies must be ruthlessly cost-efficient
in order to compete in a global economy.
The good news is that by helping plan
sponsors work toward this goal, advisors
can fulfill their own goals for higher sales
and retention.
Many older Americans find themselves retiring sooner than they planned, often due
to health issues —their own or those of
loved ones. Others are delaying retirement
to recover from the recession. According to
the Employee Benefits Research Institute
(EBRI), an estimated 32 million Baby Boomers are under-prepared for retirement – that
is equivalent to the population of California.
One consequence of not being financially
ready to retire—for participants and sponsors —is that millions plan to delay retirement all together. Rather than asking “When
can I retire,” the unfortunate reality is that
the question becomes, “Will I have to retire
because I am unemployable?” This could
be as a result of poor health, injury or just
not being financially ready. With nearly half
of late Baby Boomers planning to delay retirement, there are big implications for the
employers for whom these Boomers work.
Employers strive to balance the retention of
valuable employees with the cost of offering benefits such as a retirement plan. The
experience and strong work ethic of older
workers are of great value to employers;
however, if these workers aren’t healthy—
physically, emotionally or financially —they
are not going to be happy and productive.

The cost of care for older workers is often
higher because of slower recovery times
that are generally a normal consequence
of aging. In addition, financial stress among
employees leads to increased absences.
In fact, *58% of employers surveyed say
financial stress leads to absences. On average, a financially-stressed employee
spends $300 more per year for health care
and will be less productive by about $450
per year. It only makes sense for companies
to also invest in programs that support the
financial health of its employees.
The reality is that people will be living longer in the future due to advances in health
care. This means that, to retire on their own
terms will mean retirement savings that will
need to last even longer. It also means that
working into older age will more than likely
remain the norm and not the exception. An
American born in 1950 will live to 83 years
of age on average.
We have substantial data that supports
the financial case for companies to invest
more, not less, in caring for employees and
helping them achieve sustainable monthly
income at retirement—and doing so by their
normal retirement date. Plan sponsors today expect more from their retirement plan
provider and their plan advisor. Data fulfills that expectation in a concrete way that
CFOs and plan administrators understand
and appreciate. For financial professionals,
MassMutual’s approach and industry-leading data capabilities provides the opportunity to deepen their consultative role and
enhance their value to clients.
Every American deserves the chance to enjoy his or her own definition of retirement in
a state of physical, emotional and financial
health. By helping them reach this goal, you
have the opportunity to influence your own
business success. Data isn’t “big” unless
it’s applied in a meaningful way – and we
can help you do just that.
* Source: Personal Finance Employee Education Foundation (PFEEF)
Elaine Sarsynski is executive vice president of MassMutual’s Retirement
Services Division and chairman of MassMutual International LLC.
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Concerned
about risk?
Our target-date funds can help
prep for the unexpected.

The Allianz Global Investors target-date funds—now with five-year track records—manage a range of risks on the road to
retirement and provide three key benefits:
1. Risk-management controls are embedded in our glidepath design and our process
2. We tap in-house and outside managers to build globally diversified portfolios
3. Our funds are designed to reflect actual participant behavior
Fund Name

C

R

A

Admin

P

R6

AllianzGI Retirement Income

ARTCX

ASRRX

AGRAX

ARAMX

AGRPX

AVRIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2015

AZGCX

AZGRX

AZGAX

AZAMX

AZGPX

AZGIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2020

ABSCX

AGLRX

AGLAX

AGLMX

AGLPX

AGNIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2025

—

GVSRX

GVSAX

GVDAX

GVSPX

GVSIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2030

ABLCX

ABLRX

ABLAX

ABAMX

ABLPX

ABLIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2035

—

GVRRX

GVRAX

GVLAX

GVPAX

GVLIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2040

AVSCX

AVSRX

AVSAX

AVAMX

AVSPX

AVTIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2045

—

GBVRX

GBVAX

GBMAX

GBVPX

GBVIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2050

ASNCX

ASNRX

ASNAX

ANAMX

ASNPX

ASNIX

AllianzGI Retirement 2055

—

GLLRX

GLIAX

GLRAX

GLIPX

GBLIX

Consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Fund carefully before investing. This and other information is contained in the
Fund’s prospectus and summary prospectus. Visit us.allianzgi.com for copies and read them carefully before investing.
A word about risk: The principal value of the Funds is not guaranteed at any time, including the target date. The Funds are exposed to the same
types of risks as the underlying funds in which they invest. The cost of investing in the Funds will generally be higher than the cost of investing in
a fund that invests directly in individual stocks and bonds. The target date included in a Fund’s name does not necessarily represent the specific
year an investor will begin withdrawing assets.
©2014. Allianz Global Investors Distributors LLC
AGI-2014-01-30-8877

1-866-988-4015 | us.allianzgi.com/targetdate
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Written By: Glenn A. Dial, Managing Director Head of US Retirement,
Allianz Global Investors

A New Way to Boost
DC Plan Participation
“Our retirement philosophy is changing the industry”. So says Glenn Dial, head of
retirement for Allianz Global Investors (AGI). Dial has been in charge of this business
in the US since February 2011, focusing on a target-date strategy that is reinforced by
the findings from AGI’s Centre for Behavioural Finance.
Target date funds (TDFs) are a booming
category because they are qualified default
investment alternatives (QDIA) for defined
contribution (DC) plans such as 401(k)s
according to the Pension Protection Act of
2006. They offer a pre-mixed portfolio of stock
and bond mutual funds that adapts, following
a glide path to become more conservative as
the participants get closer to the target date,
the year they expect to retire.
Currently TDFs manage $380bn ( 292bn) in
assets and could constitute 40% of all DC
assets by 2015, according to Morningstar’s
estimates, despite having suffered big losses –
ranging from 9% to 41% – in 2008, a very bad
surprise for people retiring within two years.
“The first generation of target date funds was
focused on obtaining the highest possible
returns, but that approach blew up in 2008,”
explains Dial. “Those funds had a very
aggressive asset allocation even when close
to the retirement age. Their idea was that if a
person did not save enough, then he or she
should risk more with the hope of making up
the shortfall in their retirement savings. That
sounds like playing at the casino with your
last $5, trying to recoup your losses.
“Also, they were aggressive because of
longevity risks. If you are going to live 30
more years as a retiree, they thought, you
need a higher stock allocation to make your
savings last longer. But that reasoning did
not take into account the reality that 80% of
401(k) plan participants take their money
out of their DC plans within three years after
retiring; they don’t stay in the plan for another
30 years. So the first generation TDFs were
based on assumptions that were not correct
if you look at real people’s behavior.”
AGI launched its TDFs in December 2008
with a very different approach. “We had real
life experience incorporated in their glide

path,” says Dial. “First and foremost, we
manage our funds to help people retire with
dignity also in bad markets, which means
being very conservative.
“Second, we publish our risk benchmarks.
There are no surprises; it’s totally transparent.
“Third, we have a multi-manager platform
that uses three proprietary fund families:
PIMCO, NFJ and Allianz Global Investors;
and outside managers including Wells
Fargo, ING and iShares. This way we avoid
group thinking.
”Dial recalls his past personal experience
with his 401(k) managed by a top-down
investment organization: “In the 1990s
the managers decided to underweight
technology stocks, then in February 2000
they decided to overweight the sector, so
I didn’t get high returns when tech stocks
were soaring, and I got burnt when they
crashed. At AGI we diversify risks also
among different managers.
”So far, AGI TDFs have $200m assets
under management – only last year were
they able to begin actively marketing the
funds as a fund family usually needs a three
or five-year track record for consideration
by plans sponsors. “Since last year we’ve
been growing very well and our pipeline is
full,” says Dial. “We use a lot of research
from our Centre for Behavioural Finance.
We disseminate its results through advisers
and consultants to help plan sponsors
make the right decisions. One tool we
give them is the ‘90-10-90’ strategy. Every
DC plan should seek to achieve a 90% or
more participation rate; every participant
should defer 10% of more of his/her salary;
90% should be invested in a professionally
managed strategy like a TDF.
”Target-date funds are relatively new
products and one problem is how to

evaluate them. “We discovered that
consultants used the same metric as those
used for equity fund managers,” says Dial.
“But equity managers are judged for their
stock picking, while TDFs’ most important
features are the asset allocation, the glide
path and the observance of regulatory
requirements. So we give advisers another
tool to compare TDFs – Allianz funds as
well as others – within the industry and find
the right one for the plan sponsor’s specific
needs. The choice should depend on the
participants’ behaviour. For example, if a
company has highly-paid workers, they
usually have a much higher tolerance
for risk than those with a more modestly
compensated workforce.”
Last February, AGI started training
sessions for advisers on how to use
the principles of behavioural finance.
It is a three-hour course, based on the
book ‘Save More Tomorrow’ by Shlomo
Benartzi, AGI chief behavioural economist
and Professor of the behavioural decisionmaking group at UCLA Anderson School
of Management. “We give advisers a
work sheet to use with plan sponsors for
implementing the ‘90-10-90’ philosophy –
explains Dial. They love it and are taking it
very seriously.”
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses of this Fund carefully before investing. This and other
information is contained in the Fund’s prospectus, or summary
prospectus, which may be obtained by contacting your financial
advisor, by visiting us.alliangi.com or by calling 1-800-926-4456.
Please read this prospectus carefully before you invest.
A Word About Risk: The Allianz target date funds are exposed to the
same types of risks as the underlying funds in which it invests. The
principal value of the funds is not guaranteed at any time, including at
the target date. Investments in smaller companies may be more volatile
and less liquid than investments in larger companies. Investments in
commodities may be affected by overall market movements, changes
in interest rates, and other factors such as weather, disease, embargoes
and international economic and political developments. Convertible
and fixed income securities, particularly high-yield or junk bonds, are
subject to greater levels of credit and liquidity risk, may be speculative
and may decline in value due to changes in interest rates or an issuer’s
or counterparty’s deterioration or default. Derivative prices depend on
the performance of an underlying asset; derivatives carry market, credit
and liquidity risk. Investing in a small number of issuers may increase
risk and volatility. Securities purchased in initial public offerings have
no trading history, limited issuer information and increased volatility.
Leverage can magnify losses during adverse market conditions.
Investing in mortgage- and asset-backed securities involves interest
rate, credit, valuation, extension and liquidity risks and the risk that
payments on the underlying assets are delayed, prepaid, subordinated
or defaulted on. Foreign markets may be more volatile, less liquid, less
transparent and subject to less oversight, and values may fluctuate
with currency exchange rates; these risks may be greater in emerging
markets. The cost of investing in the Fund will generally be higher
than the cost of investing in a fund that invests directly in individual
stocks and bonds. The target date included in the Fund’s name does
not necessarily represent the specific year an investor will begin
withdrawing assets. It is intended only as a general guide.
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84%
14%

Number of plan sponsors who predict demand for SRI options
will increase or remain steady into the middle of the decade*

For ideas on how to grow
your retirement practice
through SRI investment

of defined contribution plans offered one or more SRI funds*

options, contact
Calvert Investments at
800.368.2750 (option #2)
to request a copy of our
brochure: Sustainable and

*Source: Mercer Report for Social Investment Forum, September 2011

Investment in mutual funds involves risk, including possible loss of principal invested.
For more information on any Calvert fund, please contact Calvert at 800.368.2750
for a free summary prospectus and/or prospectus. An investor should consider the
investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of an investment carefully before
investing. The summary prospectus and prospectus contain this and other information.
Read them carefully before you invest or send money.

Responsible Investing in
Retirement Plans.

Calvert mutual funds are underwritten and distributed by Calvert Investment Distributors, Inc.,
member FINRA and subsidiary of Calvert Investments, Inc. #13782 (01/14)

www.calvert.com

FOR OVER 150 YEARS,
OUR STRENGTH HAS
HELPED PROTECT
WHAT MATTERS MOST.
Guardian remains a company where
people count, policyholders come first, and
business decisions are made with integrity.
And we’ll continue to do business as we
always have—guided by our values, no
matter how times change.

At Guardian Retirement SolutionsTM, we are
dedicated to the small and mid-sized retirement
plan marketplace.
Work with a trusted company that provides the
freedom and control to do what’s right for financial
professionals and their clients.
Contact a member of our sales team today!
•Call: 866.390-7268 (option #2)
•Email: 401ksalesdesk@glic.com
•Visit: www.401k.GuardianLife.com
©2014. Disability Income Insurance underwritten and issued by Berkshire Life Insurance
Company of America, Pittsfield, MA, a wholly owned stock subsidiary of The Guardian
Life Insurance Company of America (Guardian), New York, NY. (Guardian), New York, NY.
Products not available in all states. Product provisions and features may vary from state
to state.
Investments are offered through Park Avenue Securities LLC (PAS), 7 Hanover Square,
New York, NY 10004. PAS is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of The Guardian Life
Insurance Company of America, New York, NY.
PAS, member FINRA, SIPC.
The Guardian Choice ® group variable funding agreement and The Guardian Advantage ®
group variable annuity contract are issued by The Guardian Insurance & Annuity
Company, Inc. (GIAC), a Delaware corporation whose principal place of business is
7 Hanover Square, New York, NY 10004. GIAC is a wholly owned subsidiary of The
Guardian Life Insurance Company of America (Guardian), New York, NY. Guardian does
not issue The Guardian Choice ® and The Guardian Advantage ® and does not guarantee
the benefits they provide.

LIFE INSURANCE
INVESTMENTS
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ANNUITIES

Guardian Retirement Solutions™ refers to the administrative support services, including
participant recordkeeping as well as marketing, enrollment and educational materials,
provided by GIAC in conjunction with the individual and group retirement products
issued by GIAC.
GEAR 2012-10092
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401(k)

WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU.
Our simplified 401(k) product solution makes it
easy for you to help your plan sponsors and their
employees get retirement right.
Contact
877-401-SALE (7253)
for more information.

Insurance products and services are offered by Mutual of Omaha Insurance
Company or one of its affiliates. Products not available in all states. Each company
is solely responsible for its own contractual and financial obligations. For producer
use only.
AFN45989

High Value-Added Investment Strategies
Experienced Investors
Autonomous Investment Teams
Growth | Global Equity | Global Value | U.S. Value | Emerging Markets | Credit

For more information: Visit www.ArtisanPartners.com or call 800.468.1770

ARTISAN PARTNERS
For Institutional Investor Use Only – Not for Retail Distribution. ©2014 Artisan Partners. All rights reserved.
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Art by renowned illustrator Alex Nabaum.

RENOWNED EXECUTION
For more than 65 years, we’ve orchestrated solutions for the most complex retirement plans, and provided the highest
quality trust administration. For global experience you can trust and execution you can count on, call Robert Barnett at
360-904-6945, or email rbarnett@wilmingtontrust.com.

GLOBAL CAPITAL MARKETS

|

CORPORATE TRUST

|

RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES

©2014 Wilmington Trust Corporation.
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Written By: Robert Barnett, Vice President
Wilmington Trust

Why Advisors are Taking
a New Look at Collective
Investment Trusts
As many institutional investment advisors know, Collective Investment Trusts
have been in existence since the 1970’s.
Yet today’s collective funds are becoming
increasingly popular as plan sponsors and
institutional investment advisors seek more
efficient ways to provide plan participants
with high quality/low cost investment options.

• Potentially Lower Fees – Net expenses of index, risk-based and target-date
funds have all trended lower for collective funds than for their mutual fund
counterparts.

What Has Changed

• No Minimums – A number of collective
funds require no minimum initial investments from plans. This can be conducive to a wider application of the funds
across an advisor’s book of business.

There are two reasons for collective funds
growing popularity. First, the industry has
eliminated many operational impediments
that made collective fund performance
difficult to monitor. Second, collective funds
can now be traded via the NSCC and offer
share class structures similar to those of
mutual funds, yet at a typically lower cost.
This increase in share class structures
provides advisors with considerable
versatility. As a bank offering collective
investment funds to our clients, Wilmington
Trust has seen an increased interest in risk
based model portfolios, target date and
index funds. We believe that this increased
interest in these asset classes is due to
three key factors:

• Potentially Lower Cost to Participants –
Using collective fund structures to manage model portfolios has allowed many
plan sponsors and advisors to drive
down asset management costs to their
participants.

Why Expenses are Typically Lower
A major reason for the typically lower
expenses of collective funds is that
individual investors cannot invest in these
products. As such, their costs are often well
below those of mutual funds, due to their
less stringent reporting and administrative
requirements.
This provides plan sponsors and their
investment advisors an opportunity to use a
structure that is dedicated to the retirement
plan marketplace, with funds selected to
meet the unique needs of such plans.
Of course, collective fund portfolio managers
need to account for daily liquidity for participant
withdrawals or plan sponsor liquidations.
However they do not have to plan for retail and
hedge fund investor behavior.
Collective funds investors are limited to
defined contribution, defined benefit and
government 401(a) and 457 retirement
plans. Collective Investment Trusts are

maintained by bank trust companies and
maintain an exemption from the 40’s act
under section 3(c)11.

Summary
Collective Investment Trusts are viable
investment options to mutual funds,
with collective funds typically providing
significant cost savings. However, the
decision to use a Collective Investment
Trust or mutual fund should be decided on
a case-by-case basis.
Ultimately the decision to use mutual funds,
collective funds, or both, resides with plan
sponsors and institutional investment
advisors. However, knowledge of collective
funds as an alternative to mutual funds can
in the right situation produce measurable
benefits.

What is Wilmington Trust’s Role in
Collective Investment Trusts?
As a bank, we are the investment fiduciary,
the trustee.
We provide required manager oversight,
including selection of sub-advisors. We do
this using multiple committees which meet
frequently and monitor the managers, the
movements of funds, and the operational
aspects of each fund.
We’re also
responsible for the funds back office and
some transfer agency work.
We keep the books and records of the
funds, and insure that financial reports are
produced annually for each fund. We keep
plan-level shareholder records, sign the
plans up, and set a daily strike price.
For investment professional use only.
Not FDIC insured | No Bank Guarantee | May lose value
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Let’s create a nation of savers.
With all the emphasis on investing for retirement, somehow
saving enough for retirement got lost in the shuffle. But saving
is really one of the most critical pieces of our nation’s
retirement future. Let’s put the focus where it belongs:
More savers. More savings.

RETIREMENT FOR ALLSM
Download the T. Rowe Price Retirement for All app for iPad®.
Or visit: troweprice.com/retirementforall
1.800.638.7890

T. Rowe Price
Advertising

Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
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Written By: Jason Singer, Fixed Income Client Portfolio Manager
Goldman Sachs Asset Management

Plan Participants:
Unfix Your Fixed
Income...Now
Historically, traditional fixed income has counterbalanced equity exposure. As a result,
defined contribution (DC) plan participants may have selected traditional fixed income
options or designated default investments, like target date and target risk funds, to
1
diversify their portfolio.
However, interest rates are on the rise. This
could lead to negative total returns for DC
plan participants invested in traditional fixed
income investments, presenting potential
risks for their portfolios.

Plan sponsors may be exploring opportunities
to diversify fixed income options in their plan
menus beyond traditional sectors. More
diversified fixed income investments may
help participants mitigate the possibility of

Rising rates may have real impact
for participant portfolios
Low rates and high duration may limit Barclays Aggregate returns

low or possibly negative returns if interest
rates rise and perhaps may involve less risk
than moving a portion of their fixed income
allocation to equities.

Diversify Beyond a Traditional Fixed
Income Core
A more diversified approach to fixed
income investing may help participants
better navigate periods of rising interest
rates and/or market volatility. Adding an
unconstrained bond strategy can bring
additional sectors to a portfolio, help
navigate macro uncertainties with interest
rates, currency and country strategies, and
offer high conviction ideas, overall further
diversifying an investor’s fixed income core.
A diversified fixed income core with an
unconstrained strategy may help provide:
A new baseline for duration risk – Incorporating an unconstrained strategy may
help mitigate duration risk.
Broader diversification of risk factors
– Diversifying across multiple managers
or adding an unconstrained fixed income
strategy, can diversify risk factors—making
portfolios less susceptible to any one factor
and continuing to counter equities or other
portfolio allocations.
More potential sources of return – While
diversification does not protect an investor
from market risk and does not ensure a
profit, manager or strategy diversification
may provide additional sources of return in
different market conditions.
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Unfix Your Fixed Income Core

Some steps to consider are:

Plan participants trust that their fixed
income investments can respond to
changes in the markets. However, in the
current environment, plan sponsors and
their advisors need to fully understand
the potential risks related to a traditional
bond investment—i.e. that is fixed to the
parameters of a specific index such as
the Barclay’s US Aggregate Bond Index.
A fixed opportunity set, could negatively
impact a participant’s ability to meet their
retirement income needs.

• Review current fixed income menu options
and underlying portfolios of your default
option, and evaluate if opportunities exist for
manager or strategy diversification.
• Understand how different fixed income
strategies may be impacted by market
changes, like rate increases.
• Consider the potential benefits of diversifying fixed income managers or strategies.
A plan investment review with your clients
could be timely and may be particularly
appreciated by plan sponsors not currently
considering the potential risks in traditional
fixed income investments. Taking thoughtful
action may make a difference for plan
participants concerned about their savings.

Simulated Performance
Simulated performance is hypothetical and may not take into account
material economic and market factors, such as liquidity constraints, that
would impact the adviser’s actual decision-making. Simulated results are
achieved by retroactively applying a model with the benefit of hindsight.
The results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings, but
do not reflect fees, transaction costs, and other expenses a client would
have to pay, which would reduce returns. Actual results will vary.
Mutual funds are sold by prospectus and summary prospectus,
if available, only. Encourage your client to consider the
investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of
the mutual fund carefully before investing. The summary
prospectus, if available, and the prospectus contain this and
other information about the fund. The summary prospectus, if
available, and the prospectus must be read carefully before
investing.
FOR FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES USE ONLY – NOT FOR USE
AND/OR DISTRIBUTION TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
© 2014 Goldman Sachs. All rights reserved.

See further.
Plan smarter.
Move forward.
RS Funds are sold by prospectus only. You should carefully
consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses of the RS Funds before making an investment
decision. The prospectus contains this and other important
information. Please read it carefully before investing or
sending money. To obtain a copy, please call 800.766.3863 or
visit www.rsinvestments.com.

Not a Deposit • Not FDIC or NCUA Insured • May Lose Value •
No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee
Distributed by Guardian Investor Services LLC (GIS), 7 Hanover
Square, New York, NY 10004.
GIS is a member: FINRA, SIPC
©2014 RS Investment Management Co. LLC
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Closing
Arguments:
Thoughts From a Former
Practicing ERISA Attorney
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Written By: Joel Shapiro, J.D., LL.M., Senior Vice President, ERISA Compliance,
Retirement Plan Advisory Group

Escape the Regulatory Battle Intact!
Bruce Lee and Chuck Norris are kung fu movie icons and are considered pioneers

and ongoing monitoring. And to be honest,

of American martial arts. In real life, both of these men preached the principals of

this is a good thing for retirement focused

having a complete set of skills in order to be successful. In the movies, they used

advisors because it should reinforce their

their all-encompassing expertise of the martial arts to win legendary battles and foil

value to their clients.

their foes. While you may never have a need for their martial arts prowess, you can
apply their philosophies to your retirement practice and have the expertise required
for your impending showdown with the Department of Labor (DOL) or Internal
Revenue Service (IRS).

“Be like water making its way through
cracks. Do not be assertive, but adjust
to the object, and you shall find a way
round or through it.” – Bruce Lee
“I told you, they were ninja”
– Chuck Norris, The Octagon

Last year a client of mine fell under scrutiny
with the EBSA. The typical request for an
IPS was made, but it was accompanied by
a request for the plan’s investment lineup.

At this point, it should be apparent why

This worried my client despite the fact that

I’ve quoted Bruce Lee. Lee’s martial arts

we had been meeting quarterly, following

philosophy, Jeet Kune Do, preached that

its IPS and had met its due diligence

one must be ever evolving and to make

responsibilities

use of the most effective tools available.

404(a). Not surprisingly, in the wake of

It’s not in your clients’ best interest to “go

these requests the client asked that I make

into battle” with an investigator without

myself available to the investigator. I was

that philosophy. Your clients will likely lose

happy to do so.

that battle. Like Bruce Lee, your role is to

And it was a good thing I did . . .

keep your clients calm, organized and

The

investigation or audit is going to be a

to be like water. They should adjust to what

reviewed were the investment menu and

battle. Okay, perhaps I am insinuating

the investigator is requesting or arguing. In

IPS. He told the client that in reviewing

that. But in my many years of practice

all likelihood, the investigator is looking for

the IPS he couldn’t discern its process.

and consulting and in the combined 200+

a reasonable answer or solution to put to

This was extremely troubling to the client

years of aggregate experience of our plan

rest any apparent or alleged issues.

so the client asked me to speak with the

Now this isn’t to say that on occasion you,
or your client, may not happen across a
combative investigator. Maybe he/she
was cut off by an angry driver exiting the
freeway on the way to your client’s office,
maybe his/her 3-year old spilled coffee all
over his/her suit. Maybe it is something in
your client’s 5500 or in the client’s response
to the request for documents that struck
the investigator poorly. In our experience,
the investigator is not “out to get” your
client. Investigators are not Mr. Han, the
villain in Lee’s Enter the Dragon. Rather,
they are “out to” find the truth and to make
certain your clients are running their plans
properly. They are attempting to ensure that
your clients’ participants are being treated
appropriately, something that should be an
existing concern of your clients’ and yours.

explain that by the end of this article.

the

section

responsive. You should advise your clients

The Chuck Norris quote . . . well, I’ll have to

documents

ERISA

I’m not insinuating that a DOL or IRS

consulting team, it needn’t be a battle.

first

under

investigator

investigator. The first words out of the
investigator’s mouth to me were, “I’m a
former RIA.” This introduction was actually

Like you, investigators have different

a relief to me as I realized I’d be speaking

areas of expertise. They’ve come from

with someone who at least spoke the same

different walks of life. Each has a different

language as me, even if we might not see

professional

eye-to-eye in regards to the funds that were

experience

that

allows

him/her to focus on different areas of a

selected.

plan’s

The investigator said that the IPS was fairly

compliance.

Historically,

EBSA

investigators have requested a copy
of a plan’s investment policy statement
(IPS) and that represented the sum total
of their inquiry into the plan’s investment
menu and processes. Rare, if ever, was
our experience that the investigator even
read the IPS, much less raised issue with
it. But more recently we’ve run into EBSA
investigators that are former RIAs. They are
more specially suited to explore your client’s
investment processes, including selection

complete, but that nowhere could he find
any language that determined when a
fund might be up for removal. I confidently
turned to page 5 of the client’s IPS (a
version of the same sample IPS that is
available to RPAG members) and handed
it back to him. He reread it and reiterated
that no process existed. So I read it to him .
. . and suddenly recalled that the client had
eliminated the “four consecutive” and “five
out of eight” watchlist quarters language! I
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explained what had originally been in the

an audit. On an innocuous stroll to the break

I strongly advise against volunteering to

document and he said, “Well, they should

room the investigator inquired if the fiduciary

serve as quarterback for the audit. You’ll

have left that language in there!” At which

knew how much his/her advisor made in

only slow down the process by serving as

point I made him accompany me down

compensation. The fiduciary responded

a middleman. Rather you should position

the hall to the CFO’s office and repeat the

that he/she was not exactly certain. In the

yourself as an “on call” resource.

comment. Needless to say the client has

audit’s closing letter, the investigator made

never questioned our advice, language

note that the fiduciary had no concept of

or processes again. The investigator just

what the plan was paying its advisor.

needed to see the Fiduciary Investment
Reviews and executive summaries to
determine that a prudent process had
been followed, all of which were stored in
the Fiduciary Briefcase. This investigator
wasn’t “out to get” the client, he was just
making certain all “t’s” were crossed and all
“i’s” were dotted. Since the client remained
calm and responsive, the rest of the
investigation proceeded without incident
and ended within two business days.

FFP, the investigation should flow smoothly.
If you keep them calm, focused and

for an audit should already be done with

responsive (like water) the investigator

the client prior to the client even receiving

will recognize that your client takes its

an investigation request letter. If you

responsibilities seriously and won’t have

have been diligently working your way

any red flags distracting him/her. In the

through the Fiduciary Fitness Program

absence of any unusual compliance

(FFP) (that means BOTH education AND

issues, the investigation will likely wrap

documentation modules) with your client,

quickly. It will have the investigator uttering

the client should be largely prepared

Chuck Norris’ immortal words to his/her

for a regulatory inquiry. If and when an

colleagues at their agency, “I told you, they

investigator

were ninjas!”

comes

calling,

your

role

should be to direct your client to the FFP

investigation with which Mr. Lee and Mr.

Modules that will inevitably be responsive

Norris would agree is always keeping one’s

to the request letter, or to the proper service

guard up. One of our clients was engaged in

provider for proper documentation.
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The truth is that most of your work prepping

Another important aspect of enduring an
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